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Sheriff-Elect Burgess Gained Votes
In Waldo—Fernald Safe

R ockland, M aine, Tuesday, Novem ber 6, 1934

EDUCATING FOR TOMORROW

The celebration of American Edu Explain the school finance survey of
cation Week is taking place in Rock the State.
State Senator-elect Roy L. Fernald
Wi,thin the next two or three weeks
land and Rockport, this week.
evening sessions will be held in High
<R) of Winterport, and Sheriff-elect
The general theme is to be Educat Schools of Rockland and Rockport,
Hiram O. Burgess (R) of Belfast will
ing for Tomorrow.
in order that parents may have a
receive certificates of election as a
This is the fourteenth year in good opportunity to visit. We hope
result of recounts of Waldo County
that as many as possible will take ad 
which the National Education Asso
ballots, completed Saturday.
vantage of this opportunity. The
ciation, the United States Office of length of period will be shortened,
Fernald, elected by 137 votes on the
basis of election clerks’ returns, lost Education, and the American Legion but the regular work will be carried
on.
10 votes in the recount, requested by have cooperated in this program.
Parents are urged to visit the
The program has been very fitting
his opponent, Ralph L. Cooper (D)
grades
during the day.
of Belfast.
ly opened for Knox County by a well
It is hoped th at the pastors in the
Burgess, elected originally by 95 attended mass meeting at Rockland
votes, gained 20 additional votes in the High School auditorium Saturday ■various churches may bring some
phase of educational work into their
shrievalty recount, which had been
evening, when a meeting was held to sermons on Sunday, the 11th.
sought by Roscoe S. Littlefield of Bel^a8^’
Democratic opponent.
JA M E SO N H O N O R E D
C O U R T IN SESSION
~
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THREE CENTS A CORY

CANADA AS A NUISANCE TO MAINE

W A R D SIX ON ITS TOES

Mr. Justice R iddell’s V aluable Contribution To And T idew ater Oil Co. Is D enied Perm ission To
Erect More Tanks
H istory That Is Little Known

Ward Six voters marched en masse | signed by George A. Achorn and 53
I By The Honourable William Ren- dispute, Acadia, Nova Scotia, was
wick Riddell, LL.D.. F. R. Hist.. Soc generally considered to take in all of upon City Hall last night to voice others, and the other by George WilLife Is not a goblet to be
etc., of Toronto and The Samoset, Maine to the Kennebec; and th at is their protest against the City Gov- liams and 67 others. There were also
drained; It Is a measure to be
why Canada was a nuisance to Maine. ernment granting a permit to the letters on file from non-residents,
* filled—A. T Hadley.
—
Rockland.)
•••
The present paper. I am induced to Tidewater Oil Co. to erect additional remonstrating against the permit.
*******•*'•**•'■•*■•■*•'*•**•'*••*•* ■•* ••• Bt
i write by reason of the references to tanks. So overwhelming was the He said that his clients had nothing
At the present time Maine and this dispute in the latest publication, sentiment against the proposition but good will for the company, and
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
z*❖ +❖
•> •;«❖ ❖ ❖ •••
Canada are very good neighbors. No • 1934) of the Royal Historical Society, that the municipal officers did not did not wish to prevent its legitimate
I
O N E YEAR AGO
1
few Canadians (like me) delight to entitled "British Diplomatic Instruc even go through the formality of growth. "Fire hazard is not the only
▼
spend some summer months in Maine, tions. 1689-1789. .
holding an executive session. The objection," said Mr. Smalley, "but
v + + + 4 -+ + * ^ In 1749 we find Bedford writing to vote against granting the permit we only have to think buck to the
and many of the State of Maine make
From the files of The Courier-Ga
a summer visit to Canada—some who Albemarle. Minister to France, from was unanimous.
Morro Castle and other disasters to
zette we learn th at:—
cannot manage to come to us like to Whitehall, August 17. directing him
The Tidewater Company was rep sec where gadgets, like the one
Superior Court was in session with
make personal use of our liquid pro to remonstrate against M. de la Galls- resented by G. B. Butler who told shown here tonight, have failed.
Associate Ju:tic? Worster presiding.
soniere. the Governor of Canada, of its desire to erect two horizontal There have already been two bad
ductions.
Rev George H. Welch was chaplain.
The 33d annual meeting of the j udge £ mery p residing Over
But it was not always so. In 1750 forming a French colony on the River tanks, each 10x20 feet, at an outlay fires from gasoline in this city, and
• Forrest H. Bond of the Executive
J Maine League of Loan and Building
of St. John’s in Acadia—directions
November T erm — Divorce one English statesman writing to an had been given to Governor Corn of $8500. He told of the plant al there is the Crescent street schoolCouncil and Dr. William H. Hahn of
AT
other described Canada as "the most
I Associations convened at Portland
ready in existence here, and of the house only 600 feet away to consider.
Friendship were inujured when a tire
Cases T o Be Heard
THE OLD FASHIONED DANCE
ticklish and the most important" wallis to prevent such a thing either many customers in Rockland and J One of our chief objections is the
Saturday, with quarters at the Eastblew on the motor car in which they
FOR OLD AND YOUNG
matter they had—had almost ever on th at River or anywhere in Nova
vicinity. The demand for fuel oil depreciation it will mean to property
were riding. The accident occurred
land. The convention was called to Superior Court convened this morn had—to negotiate with France (New Scotia.
AT
called
for two more tanks, each with in the residential section.
on the Libertv-Beifast highway.
ing,
with
Associate
Justice
George
L.
order by President Anthoine of P ort
Worse was to follow: La Come in
EAST WARREN
castle to Yorke. July-August 1750>.
• • • •
a capacity of 12,000 gallons, and
Rockland High defeated Gardiner
Emery
of
Biddeford
presiding.
Prayer
1750
on
the
orders
of
de
la
Jonquierc.
And this was chiefly due to Maine
land. After reports of officers and
GRANGE HALL
County Treasurer I. Lawton Bray,
each
carefully
safeguarded
by
a
cy
6 to 0 The Rockland Shells lost to
the Governor of Canada, took posses
committees were presented, all of was offered by Rev. E. O. Kenyon of —to Our Maine.
clone fence. I t was the corporations owner of one of the new houses in
Bangor A. A. 13 to 6.
Canada was a possession of France sion of part of the territory; he took
Ward 6. said that no new houses
the
Episcopal
Church.
Deputy
Sheriff
which were of an encouraging tone,
Six hundred were present at the
—It was Nouvellc France. New France, Chignecto and the town of Beaubas- aim to protect the people and their were being built in the vicinity of the
Admission:
Men,
25c;
Ladies,
15c
annual contest of the Knox and Lin
several interesting addresses were Harry D. Phillips is in charge of the as the territory now the northeastern ! sin at the head of the Bay of Fundy properties, and there would be noth
133-lt
standard Oil plant, and th a t prop
coln 4-H Clubs in Waldoboro.
listened to. Among the speakers were grand jury, and Deputy Sheriff part of the United States was New and reducing it to ashes, took the in ing to endanger either.
erty in that section had depreciated
Charles A. Cavanaugh will be in England. Each nation desired to in habitants and their possessions across
Hon. Thomas A. Cooper, Bank ComOperating M anager Rooney said in value. Ail know th a t Rockland
charge of the traverse jury which crease its territory, of course always the River, threatening the French
ANNOUNCEMENT
missloner of Maine, H. N. Faulkner, convene5 Thursday. Deputy Sheriff
the
tanks would be erected on con needs additional taxable property,
under the guise of protecting its own with death.
crete
walls reinforced by steel, and but It did seem, th e speaker
vice president of the Federal Home Granville Bachelder is court crier and possessions from the aggression of the
This was complained of in a letter
Loan Bank of Boston, the president of Frank A. Richardson is court mes other. While there was trouble in from Bedford to Lord Albemarle from would be of the type approved by the thought, as if some o th e r locality
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
could be found. He said that the
what is now the State of New York Whitehall, June 4 1750. Albemarle underwriters’ laboratories, with re
Massachusetts Co-operative Bank senger.
These divorce cases are in order for from Canadian invaders, most of it made the proper representations and lief vents and all other modern old building now occupied by the
League and the Administrator for
hearing:
was due to aggression and counter the French minister entirely dis- j safety devices. All of the usual pre Tidewater Company was a fire trap
Maine of Federal Housing Administra
Walter B. Mellquist of Vinalhaven aggression in northern and northeast- avowed the action of de la Jonquiere j cautions would be observed. The fire and asked the aldermen to place
And Every Monday
tion.
from Gladys Mellquist of Quincy, ern Maine, whose people hardly knew whom he characterized as a madman, hazard would be no greater than it thenvelves in the place of the Ward
Music by BERNIE MARR and his famous HILL-BILLIES
Featuring the American Legion on Parade and Guests of the
Leo G. Shesong, secretary of the Mass., married a t Deer Isle Dec. 16, from day to day under which flag Afterwards, however, the French is today, and there would be abso- 6 residents. Mr Bray's plea biought
Management
they would find themselves on the Ministry rather changed their posi- lutely no danger of explosion. He a strong wave of applause.
League, gave a fine report of the re 1927. Roberts for libelant.
Admission, 40c and 25c
"Isn't the ’property well kept?”
morrow For more than a century tion and tried to make out that Corn demonstrated one of the devices.
Ethel
Gertrude
Lawford
of
Rock
133<*135*
cent meeting at New Orleans of the
wallis
was
the
aggressor.
"Whatever
fire
hazard
there
is
asked
Mr. Butler.
the
official
documents
contain
refer
land from Arthur Henry Lawford of
United States League, and as an aside
“I have seen changes in the past
Other parts of Acadia were taken going to be is there now," said Safe
Bar Harbor, married at Bar Harbor ences to this state of affairs—and no
said th at Bert Jameson was one of April 28. 1930. Roberts for libelant. few private papers as well.
possession of as well. At length, 1754. ty Engineer Riley. “The greatest two or three weeks.”
the most popular men in the New
O«orge A. Achorn said he had
Nova Scotia. Acadia, the French a peremptory demand was made by danger is to children climbing the
Harold F. Ogier of Camden from
England delegation.
Thomas A. Catherine Ogier of Camden, m ar continued to think they had a moral Britain that the French "relinquish (anks, and this will be averted by worked hard to build his present
[ Sanders outlined the proposed Na- ried at Camden July 9, 1932. Mont claim to. considering it a dependency the Ports which thev have so unjust- erecting a borbed wire fence.”
house; that conditions around the
of Canada—the English thought ly built and the possession they have
, tional Advertising Campaign. The gomery & Gillmor for libelant.
"Is there any danger of collapse?" plant, had’ been untidy; and that
property would not be worth half as
banquet at 6 30 was enjoyed by 150 Elsie M. Richards of Rockport theirs the better right. The treaty of {taken of so many posts In Ac’ dla . ." Inquired Mayor Thurston.
delegates and guests. The evening from Clarence H. Richards of parts St.Germain-en-Laye(1632»confirmed This was only partially acceded to.
"No danger; the tanks will be held much as it is now.
• • • •
Then came the debacle of Quebec up by concrete cradles."
addresses by President Neaves of the unknown, married at Rockport Sept. the French ownership but Cromwell
Harold W. Look thought the main
Federal Home Bank of Boston, Judge 21, 1916. Montgomery & Gillmor for seized the country for England, only, in 1759, the surrender of Montreal in
“How about putting the tanks
to be given back by Charles n by he 1760 the final Treaty of Parts in 1763 underground?" a* ked Alderman Sul objection was the danger to children
Warren of New Jersey, and others libelant.
treaty of Breda (1667). England —Canada troubled Maine no longer. livan.
ALL FOR
and didn't believe any more tanks
brought to a close what, without
Robert M Davis of Rockport from
till Maine determined to leave the
doubt, was the most successful meet Earline B. Davis of Rockport, mar seized it again in 1710 and had her
"They would be much better above should be erected within, the city
possession confirmed by the Treaty Empire ln 1776.
limits. Property ln W ard 6 is not
ground," was the answer.
ing of the league.
ried at Thomaston in August, 1913.
How upper Maine and especially
of Utrecht (1713)—but constant dis
J. A. Jameson was elected to the Perry for libelant.
"Couldn't the tanks be dammed, worth 30 bents on the dollar, com
putes continued between the two na Castine—Rockland was not yet—was to guard the danger from collapse?" pared with what it used to be.
executive committee, and also ap
Lucy E. Morse of Camden from
This great bargain in beauty treatment ends Nov. 30. All work of
pestered by Canadians in the War of
Attorney Smalley then played
highest quality, with satisfaction guaranteed.
pointed with four others to confer Kenneth R. Morse of parts unknown tions until by the Treaty of Paris 1812 is another story—and one well asked Alderman Condon.
1763, "Canada and its dependencies"
his trump card.
with officers of HOLC on certain im married June 1, 1933 at Orford, N. H.
"Yes.”
worth telling.
were finally ceded.
“Your Honor." said he, “I would
portant matters. As usual Rockland Perry for libelant.
"What would happen if the build
William Renwick Riddell
During
the
whole
time
of
the
like
to know how many present ob
286 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 826
sent the banner delegation, made up
ing
burned?"
asked
Alderman
LoveGladys R. Prescott of Rockland
We Employ Experienced, Expert, Licensed Operators
ject to the granting of the permit?”
of Directors Bird. Jameson, Duff, from Victor M. Prescott of parts un
Joy.
The sea of upraised hands resem
Glover and Gurdy and Attorney known, married at Rockland June 2,
"Nothing."
bled a Fascist salute to Mussolini.
Gould. All the gentlemen were ac 1924. Smalley for libelant.
luiKlldELhll'iX
Attorney Smalley then read letters
Manager Wilkins said that the
companied by their wives. Mrs. Eve
Emery W. S trout of Rockland from
__ n
* 1C
*
T J
petition for a permit had been from Prof. Rollins and wife, strenu
lyn R. McKusic was a valued and Clara Strout of Framingham, Mass.,
O ur Law M akers Began special session 1 oday signed by iso residents of w ard 6 ously objecting to the granting of
enthusiastic member of the party.
(Continued on Page Eight)
who represented more than half of the permuit.
the property owned there. The peo
John O. Stevens said he would sell
DR.
J.
H.
DAMON
ple want burning oil, he said, and the for any price the property of which
W e cater to the w o rk in g m an, who realizes the value
only way we can now supply them he is administrator. He also argued
Dentist
a n d im portance of a reliable dental service, yet m ust
their Is by carting the oil from Belfast. th at the insurance rate on Ward 6
Legalization of rum is the oibject of membership, have stated
be governed by the lim its of his incom e. W e can
Frederick U. Waltz
the special session of the Maine willingness to pass the proposed law The proposed addition to the plant property would be raised.
Over Newberry’s 5c ft 10c Store
ROCKLAND, ME.
under the emergency preamble, which would mean the employment of one
TEL. 623-W
165 BROADWAY
save you money on y o u r dental bills.
Legislature which began today.
J. E. Bradstreet emphasized the
133*lt
Telephone 415-W
Robinson C Verrill of Portland has will make it lmmtdia’ely effective.
or more trucks and three more men. danger to the Crescent street school121TU
The Maine law will be made like
been largely instrumental in drafting
Charles T. Smalley, presenting the house. and thought th e tanks should
Your Choice
Examination
Gas-Oxygen
New
Hampshire but It will profit by opponents’ side of the case, said be nearer the edge of the city.
the
tentative
liquor
regulatory
bill.
and Novo-Cain
Hecollte, Vydon,
and
(or Painless
or Resovin Plates
He is a member of the advisory com some of the mistakes which New that there were two petitions, one
The vote was then taken.
Estimate
Filling
mittee. appointed by Gov. Brann, Hampshire has made, particularly
Gladly Given
$30
A Specialty
with Ex-Gov. William T Cobb of those concerning regulation of clubs
Rockland. Mary D Davis of Portland, which will be made more rigid in
Charles B. Day of Rangeley and Maine.
Painless
Cleaning J ) u p
TEETH
Everett N. Hobbs of Hope
Insistence upon an increased en
If
your
coupon
compares
with
either
of
these
numbers,
present.
Extractions
A Good Set of
Fillings
up
This
committee,
in
the
drafting
of
forccment
of tipsy driving laws will
same
to
us
this
week
for
free
bus
trip
to
Boston.
Novo-Cain
upper or lower
Largest display of Yardley's Christmas Sets and Merchandise in the
the bill, has met at intervals with be the foremost demand of dry leadBridgework
Gas-Oxygen
city. Special Fitch's Shampoo. 9c. Ten free coupons with every
$15.00
the Temperance committee of the ers Rev. Frederick W. Smith, head
prescription bought this week.
86th Legislature. The Temperance of the Maine Christian Civic League,
PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS
Committee is composed of Senators said in a recent visit to the Capitol
Farnsworth of Aroostook. Bissett of
The bill will set up a commission
MAIN STREET AT LIMEROCK.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
The meeting Saturday night a t the
Dr. Packard's address reviewed
Cumberland, and McDonald of of three men to enforce and adminschool
conditions as existing in the
high
school
auditorium
to
hear
the
Washington, and Representatives ister the law, permit licensing of
Tompkins of Bridgewater, Stover of hotels and clubs to sell spirits or findings of the commission appoint past few years during the financial
359 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 1097-W
Pownal. Bucknam of Portland, Little- wines and beer by the glass, and II- ed by Gov. Brann for a survey of depression, showing that policies
field of Alfred. Leathers of Hermon, cense grocers or delicatessens to sell school conditions brought out a large have been adopted in this period
OYER PALMER’S JEWELRY STORE
which have resulted in the curtail
Hobbs of Hope, and Carter of Fair- beer and wine. State liquor dispensHOURS: 8.30 A. M. to 5.30 P. M. Saturday. 8.30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
OCEAN VIEW
fjeld
ing stores will be established and gathering, drawn from Rockland ment. and in some instances elimi
and other Knox County communi nation, of educational opportunities
Evrnings By Appointment
The members of the Legislature
bill provides that groceries, drug
BALL ROOM
ties. The high school orchestra for our children. T he fact that Maine
have not been convassed as to the st° rps nod delicatessens as well as
Music by
kind of a law they would favor, but the State stores, may sell only pack- 1made its first public appearance has been able to continue her schools
under its new director, Harold Libby, pretty much as a whole is due to the
EDDIE WHALEN
wflth half a dosien exceptions, all
c00^ and that no drinking may
principal of the Junior high school. self sacrifice and devotion of the
and his
those who have expressed themselves he done on the premises.
The splendid work done by the teachers, there being some cases in
PRIVATEERS
which includes about twothirds of the i
(Continued on Page Eight)
youthful musicians demonstrated th a t the State where teachers have re 
Last Night of the
Mr. Libby thoroughly understands ceived no money for a year.
Singing Contest
orchestral procedure, and future ap
(Continued on Page Eight)
pearances of the organization will be
Take advantage of the low round trip rates on the Maine Central Railroad
awaited with interest.
|
”
For ARMISTICE DAY WEEK-END
With Ex-Gov. William T. Cobb as YOUR F A V O R IT E POEM
j chairman. Dr. Bertram Packard, com. '
-------GLORIOUS DA YS
missloner of education, and Dr Paul would’ ha?? m ado'a’ roto to re.T S m l
•••

FUN! FUN!! FUN!!!

Every F riday Night

G RAND OPENING and ARMISTICE BALL
Monday N ight, N ovem ber 12

SPECIAL FOR NOVEMBER

H aircut, Sham poo and
Finger W ave or M arcel
$ 1 .0 0

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

THE RETURN OF RUM

D e n t a l S e r v ic e

To A ct Upon a Liquor Law

U sed Cars For Sale

H a p p y W inners

CENTRALIZATION OF SCHOOLS

N um bers 4607 and 5 8 9 0

R ecom m ended By D r. Mort W ho H as Been
M aking Survey F or State Of M aine

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

D r. D a n a S. N e w m a n

DANCING TONIGHT

H E A D Q U A R T E R S FOR

V IS IT

BOSTON!

WINTER STORAGE

New kind of winter service, the kind you will
like when the cold nights and mornings arrive.
Make arrangements now
Phone or see us personally at

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
TEL 124-W
♦
54 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
131-133

3

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

$5.50

ROUND TRIP BY TRAIN
OVER ARMISTICE DAY

Go on any train Nov. 9, 10 or 11
Return, leave Boston any train up to 9.30 P. M. of
November 15
SEE World’s Championship
CHILDREN
Rodeo at Boston Garden
HALF
SEE
College Football— Harvard
FARE
vs. Army Nov. 10
GET DETAILS FROM AGENT

M A IN E

CENTRAL

R A IL R O A D

$10

00
- IN BOSTON
ALL EXPENSES PA ID ptUS railroad fari
je a lu r in g

•

A dm ission Io the RODEO S H O W in G arden

•

Dinner at the C O C O A N U T GROVE CLUB

•

Adm ission to the METROPOLITAN THEATRE

•

Adm ission to RADIO STA TIO N WMEX STUDIO

•

Room and M eals at the HOTEL MANGER
To purchase Tour or for further information see
YOUR LOCAL MAINE CENTRAL R R AGENT or
write direct to GEO T KEEN, Manager

H otel M
AT NORTH STATION,
d ir e c t e n t r a n c e

FROM

anger
B O ST O N , M ASS.
S T A T IO N TO H O T E L

Mort o t Columbia University who
conducted the survey, were called to
the platform, and Dr. Packard was
Introduced as the first speaker. Hls
first remarks paid tribute to the flne
music of the orchestra and congratu
lated Rockland for keeping music as
a part of its curriculum in the
schools.

WE BUY

OLD

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels

JEWELER
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

T 't 'h X
tastes ts a lou of happiness.—Charlw
Darwin
INDIAN SUMMER
A soft veil dims the tender skies
And half conceals from pensive eyes
The bronzing tokens of the fall;
A calmness broods upon the hills.
And summer’s parting dream distills
A charm of silence over all.
The stacks of corn, ln brown array.
Stand waiting through the placid day.
Like tattered wigwams on the plain;
The tribes that find a shelter there
Are phantom peoples, forms of air
And ghosts of vanished Joy and pain.
At evening when th e crimson crest
Of sunset passes down the west.
I hear the whispering host returning:
On far-off fields, by elm and oak.
I see the lights. I smell the smoke,—
. The Camp-fires of the Past are burn'
Ing.
Tertlus and Henry van Dvke,

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T uesday, N ovem ber 6, 1934
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H A S BEEN BUSY Y E A R

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A S u m m ary of Miss MacIn my Father's house are many
K n ig h t’s W ork W ith R ural
mansions; if it were not so. I would
S unday Schools
have told you. I go to prepare a
place for you —John 14:2.
TODAY S ELECTIONS
Today finds the States—excepting
Maine, which happily got over that
detail of public business a couple of
months ago—engaged at the ballot
box in settling the political oversight
of the country for the ensuing two
years. It is the waging of a desperate
battle by each of the two major
parties. The Democrats are striving
for the endorsement of their present
administration;
the
Republicans
seeking to shave down the tremen
dous odds with which its opponents
now hold power. It is in some sense
an unequal contest, for the Adminis
tration has poured such millions of
money into the various states as will
indubitably wield a tremendous in
fluence upon the voters. If the ad
ministrative party can be shorn of
a t least some of its overwhelming
strength in Congress, its Republican
opponents will feel th a t the contest
from their angle has not been in
vain, and courage will be strengthened
in their party for the greater presi
dential contest of 1936. T hat any
considerable victories here and there
will be registered for the Republicans
in today’s results we do not think is
generally expected.
PAINTING O l'R HOUSES
The house painting crews of our
city have lately been doing some at
tractive work in the residential
sections, the predominating color
scheme for a chief part presenting
unobtrusive shades that effectually
ally themselves with the varying
types cf architecture and are engag
ing to the eye of the observant citi
zen. These colors somewhat relate
themselves to greenish shades—is
taupe the proper word?—and there
is also discernible an emphasized
note of brown, th at with a lighted
trimming gives pleasing emphasis to
the owner’s taste. This playing upon
the note of variety in house-painting
is a thing to commend, particularly
when there is brought to bear upon
It. the essential detail, an eye to
color, which the artist, in this line as
in any other, must possess, if the
result is to be on both sides satisfac
tory. A phase of the work th a t yields
special delight is the fashion of doing
the house roof in a fetching shade of
green, a very pretty gesture of
emphasis.
In the earlier times, as everyone
knows, white was the one color,
brought down from the painters of
Colonial days, the architecture of
which it seemed born to supplement.
I t is a fashion continued to the pres
ent day. A house in glittering white
continues to be a joy. and doubtless
ever will so long as any suggestions of
rust and dirt are kept alien to it.
Let us compliment our local artists
of the brush upon the good work they
are doing. The town is the better
for it.

The Hope Corner correspondent of
this paper recently mentioned the
Sunday school rally day service held
Oct. 21, and the father-and-son ban
quet the following Tuesday. It is
believed a somewhat fuller report of
these two occasions will be of inter
est to the many friends and support
ers of the work carried on by Miss
Margaret McKnight as director of
rural religious education in this
county. The rally day program fol
lows:
Hymn, "True Hearted. Whole
Hearted;” welcome, by Estelle Bev
erage; hymn, "Tell Me the Stories cf
Jesus;" hymn, "Dare to be Brave;prayer. Mrs. Etta Fernald; offering,
taken by Frederick Brownell and
Vir.al Hardy; song, "We Rally in His
Name,” by Mrs. Ecvcrage, Mrs
Wright, Miss Bartlett and Mrs.
Brownell; exercise, "The Little Min
ute Men,” Harold Brown, Willard
Brown, Jr.. Hartley Beverage, Donald
Brownell, Obed Hart and William
True; exercise, "What Shall We
Give,” by Loraine Hatch, Viola
Brownell, Madeline Hatch. Dorothy
Baird. Thelma Brownell. Mabel Her
rick, Edith Beverage and Virginia
Hart.
• • • •
Dramatization, "The Forgiving
Father,” father, Lawrence Curit;
younger son. Dana Herrick. Jr.; Lervant, Elroy Beverage; elder son.
Frederick Brownell; farmer. Wilfred
Hobbs.
Exercise, “The Lights Along the
Way”—the scene a miniature road
with moss bordering each side; 11
girls in white with mantles of blue,
the color symbolic of truth, coming
to the front in turn, each carrying a
lighted candle and an open Bible,
repeating one of its promises, and
placing the lighted candle a t the side
of the road; the last to come forward
carrying a tall blue candle and plac
ing it a t the head of the road, as
"the way, the truth and the light."
The girls then tang f'Holy Bible,
Book Divine."
For "W hat Shall We Give," Mrs.
Fred Ames of Camden painted the
arge banner with those words in
red; while the bronze headpieces
bearing blue letters spelling "Rally
Day.” worn by the eight girls speak
ing were the handiwork of Mrs.
Marjorie Beverage. J. Farnum of
Rockland made the candle holders
for the last exercise, and they were
painted by Frederick Brownell. The
mo;s bordering the road, adding to
the effectiveness of this scene, was
provided by Mrs. Brownell and the
children. In the rehearsals for the
dramatization Mrs. Beverage. Mrs
Wright and Mrs. Baird gave invalu
able help. The attendance of the
scholars at this service was practi
cally 100 per cent; and there were
in the audience several mothers and
grandmothers, two father:, one
grandfather, besides other friends,
62 in all.

as presented Sunday; "Chums,” by
Gerald Hall; “Our Fathers' Honor,"
by William True; dramatization “The
Forgiving Father.” by five junior
boys, as presented Sunday.
The "Little Minute Men" exerciie (
and the dramatization were repeat- !
ed Tuesday evening by request, for
those who had not been able to a t
tend the rally day service.

• *• ■

OUR CRIPPLED TEAM W INS
R ockland High S cores Two Touchdow ns On
G ardiner, and W ins P raise

Sam Sezak took a crippled team to
Gardiner Saturday, but the boys
’ didn't act like cripples on the grid
iron. They scored two touchdowns
on Gardiner, and nary a time was
their own goal line crossed. The
story by quarters:
First quarter: Rockland lost the

The supper was in the efficient
hand; of Mrs. E tta Fernald, the
teachers and officers of the Sunday
school assisting. Pumpkin place
cards were made by Mrs. Brownell,
and the Halloween colors were used;
in the table decorations. Mrs. Bever.
age. Mrs. Wright and Mrs. Baird
again assisted in the work of the pro- I
gram; and it was a thoroughly en
joyable occasion.
This fall Miss MacKnight has
added to her rural week day schools
four new ones, all in the town of I
Washington—the Razorville school ;
with 37 pupils, West Washington!
with 27, Branch school with nine,
and Hodges school with 32. The :
other schools she serves are; Bassick' South Thomaston, with 12
scholars; Spruce Head, 24; Ash Point,
31; Pint Basin. Cushing. 21; Broad
Cove. 19; Lawry. 14; Pleasantville.
26; North Warren, 14; and Stone
school, Warren, 10. This is a total of
276 boys and girls with whom she
has a lesson each week, a 30 minute
period each week in each school. A
trained teacher herself, she cooper
ates with the teachers in the schools,
and meets hearty cooperation from
every teacher and from the classes.
I t is a work of very definite value
that she does.
• • • •

At Clark Island the usual rally day
service has not yet been held this
fall in the Sunday school, for the
reason that while the school build
ing is being remodeled the chapel is
being used for the schocl, and the
large room being occupied by the
smaller children the chairs are not
suited for an older audience; al
though the Sunday school is held
every week as usual. As soon as the
necessary work has been completed
on the schoolhouse and the chapel
is ready the rally day services will be
held; and the pageant which is now
being prepared by the Friendship
Circle, "Through the Sunday School
Doer" will be presented as a part of
that service. The present officers of
the Friendship Circle are: President,
Dorothy Jackson; secretary, Beveiley
Malmstrom; page, H arriet Johnson
This Circle meets Sunday afternoon
from 3 to 4, when the president con
ducts the worship service, the su
perintendent tells a' missionary story,
and the Circle works on its project,
making a village of India.
The Clark Island Interm ediate'
Christian Endeavor Society has elect, j
ed these officers; President. Marlon j
Larson; vice president, Kenneth
Malmstrom;
secretary.
C a th ry n 1
Caven; treasurer. Doris Malmstrcm 1
Chairman of prayer meeting commit-1
tee, Edwin Baum; chairman of mis
sionary committee. Shirley Johnson;
chairman of lookout committee.
Victor Blomburg; chairman of social
• «• •
committee, Minerva Johnson; chair
The father-and-son banquet in man of press committee. Doris Caven
CONFIRMING HALE
True's hall, Oct. 23. was a memora This group meets Sunday at 1.30.
The minute consideration of the ble event. Forty men and boys were
senatorial vote, ballot by ballot, con eeated at the tables. An effort was
A PR O B L E M T O F A C E
firms at the last of it the generally made to have each boy escort a man
held belief, th a t the voters of Maine to the table; in this way men who T hirty-O ne F atal A uto A cci
preferred to retain the services of were not so fortunate as to have a
dents in M aine Last M onth
Mr. Hale in the office at Washington, son were invited. Only two men
— D runken D riving
where for so long a period he had invited were unable to attend; and
done business for the country and his one man showed fine spirit by h u r
The death of Telesphore Fortin, 82.
constituents, in a fashion which they rying down to fill an unexpected va
were glad to commend through the cancy. The list of tons and fathers of Lewiston, Saturday raised the
Instrumentality of their ballots. We or adopted “fathers” present follows: number cf automobile accident fa 
are of the opinion, shared by every
Burton Hall, Raymond Ludwig. D.
talities in Maine during the past
body who has acquaintance with the F. Brownell, A. P. Allen, C. D. Whyte
gentleman, th a t the man least dis Elmer True, Arthur Harwood. Dana month to 31. The October automo
turbed by this post-election process Herrick, Stephen Baird, Willard bile death list numbered 28 when the
of recounting has been the Senator Brown, Herbert Brown. William month ended. The death of Burt S
himself, whose re-election has there Wright. John Marriner, L. P. True, Curtis, 60, of Dexter in that town Oct.
by been sa tisfa c to rily confirmed. Herbert Hardy, E. N. Hobbs, L. E.
28, apparently was reported to no
He returns to the life of the Capitol, Weaver, Will Thurlow and Kenneth
Maine news gathering agencies at
naturally appreciative of the confi Mank.
dence in which he is held by the
Robert Hall. Gerald Hall, Maynard the time and accounts for the revised
home folks.
Thurlow, Clarence Thurlow, Fred figure.
erick Brownell, Donald Brownell,
Revocations and suspensions of
THE ANCIENT LANDMARKS
William Hall, Obed Hart, William driver's licenses resulting from in 
True. Richard Hart, Dana Herrick, toxication charges increased 100 per
There has lately arrived in San
Jr., Lawrence Curit, Harold Brown. cent last month over October, 1933.
Francisco, enroute from Freeport.
William Brown, Jr., Robert Wright, Secretary of S tate Tobey disclosed.
Maine, the ancestral home of the
Royce Wright, Vinal Hardy, David
Department figures for last month
• family of George Quincy Chase. An
Hardy,
Wilfred
Hobbs,
Elroy
Bever
levealed
that licenses of 108 drivers
astonishing piece of engineering,
were revoked or suspended for drunk
which lifted the old house from the age and Hartley Beverage,
foundations th a t for one hundred After a bountiful meal, generously en driving. In October, 1933, there
and fifty years had given faithful provided by the mothers who could were 55 revocations or suspensions.
Tobey sole court of appeal in li
support to it, thence sending the not attend, a short program was pre
structure to Portland and shipping it sented by the boys of the Sunday censes cases resulting frem motor
by sea to its destination on the Pacific school; song, "Faith cf our Fathers;" vehicle violations, passes on an av
coast, where it will be reared upon scripture reading, by Vinal Hardy; erage of 600 cases annually. For the
the romantic shores of Lake Tahoe. welcome, by Donald Brownell; The first ten months cf 1934 Tobey's de
We must recognize the family senti Origin cf Father's Day. by Frederick partment recorded 603 drunken driv
ment which inspired this setting up Brownell; song, "My Father’s Hon ing cases as against 428 for the same
of the rooftree upon alien soil, but ored Name," Lawrence Curit, Wil- period a year ago. and 451 for the
we dislike to have these evidences of I fred Hobbs, Frederick Brownell. first ten months of 1932.
Three prominent State officials, in
Maine's earlier years taken away Dana Herrick, Jr.. Elroy Beverage,
from the communities which for a Vinal Hardy, William True; "The cluding the Secretary of State, are
century and a half they have Little Minute Men,” by sxx little boys, on record as advocating a larger
adorned. We have it upon an evi
State police force to make the high
dence reaching so far back as to the family home to the other side of the ways safer.
times of 1400 B. C that the removing world. The point with which we deal
of a landmark was a thing not concerns itself chiefly with the pwtolic
lightly to be adventured with, indeed sorrow occasioned by the taking
to be severely deprecated and the away from our loved Maine any form
fz
doer thereof subjected to a disciplin of adornment, a quality inseparable
ary and unpleasant visitation. Doubt from a house th at for a period of a
less this may not be extended to in century and a half has stood in the
clude the transportation of one’s own public eye.

Every-O ther-D ay
about the Gardiner High-Rockland
High game;
"The orange and black (having ref
erence to Gardiner) will meet a bril
liant little team In Rockland High
School. If Gardiner happens to be
hot instead of cold on Saturday, Gar
diner can win by one lone score.
Gambling on the chance that Gardi
ner rrft.y be hot we cast one vote for
Gardiner."
But. alas! It was Rockland which
was hot Instead of Gardiner, and
Kay Jay’s vote was thrown out of the
ballot box to make way for the two
which 8am Sezak's warriors cast.
Among those who watched the con
test was William G. Robinson, a
prominent Gardiner business man.
who formerly resided In Warren, and
has never been weaned from his love
for Knox County. Bet a cookie he
pulled for Rockland last Saturday.

toss and was forced to receive. Accardi was downed on the 40 yard line.
Karl sliced off tackle for a 12yard
gain and a first down. Here the
Rockland attack bagged and Karl
punted deep into the Gardiner ter
ritory. For almost the whole of the
first quarter, a punting duel ensued
with Karl having the edge on the
Gardiner kicker. Finally, toward the
end of the quarter, Rockland start
ed on a sustained drive. Getting the
ball on the 40-yard line Rockland
plugged to a first down as the period
ended.
Second quarter: Dondis went In for
TEN A N TS HARBOR
Glover a t halfback and behind some
beautiful blocking went off right
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Hopkins of
tackle for 25 yards. Again It looked
as if the Rockland attack was Westbrook, accompanied by her par
stopped, but Karl dug out the old ents of Jefferson were recent guests
Statue of Liberty play and Ladd car of Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Hopkins.
rying the ball went to the 10-yard
Mrs. Nina Hill of Btewer has been
line. From there Karl carried It to a guest of her daughter Mrs. Perley
the 3-yard line and Accardl bulled Miller, returning home last week.
his way through for the touchdown
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey, Mrs. Edwin
Hellier scored the extra point on a Wheeler and Mrs. Robert Wood ac
shovel pass, making It Rockland 7 companied Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Gardiner 0.
Comstock of Rockland Wednesday on
Rockland kicked off to Gardiner a trip to Augusta.
and instead of rushing. Gardiner Im
Mrs. N annie Allen and Mr. and
mediately returned the kick. A mixup ensued and it was Gardiner’s ball
on Rockland’s 40 yard line with five
minutes left. The Gardiner running
attack could not function and on
fourth down a forward pass was
completed which left the ball on the ;
10-yard line. A penalty on Rockland
for delaying th e game placed the ball
on the 5-yard line with a first down. {
Here the Rockland line completelyoutplayed the heavy Gardiner line by
not allowing more th an a yard in
three rushes and a pass was Incom
plete for the fourth down and it was
Rockland’s ball after one of the m ost.
beautiful goal line stands one could ■
wintess.
Rockland Immediately punted out
of danger and Gardiner after four
incomplete passes and laterals lost
the ball to Rockland as the half end

Mrs. Henry Allen went
Mass., Wednesday to
funeral services of Mrs.
Ils. which were held
home of her brother.

to Winthrop, i more and returned to their home in
attend the Massachusetts.
William Gil- J •
-----------------there a t th e 1 The letters A R C. stand for Amerlcan Red Crass' T*1^ stand
, Annual Roll Call. Let us make them
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Orcutt have i mean that In this community All
closed their summer cottage a t El- Residents Contribute.

3 he Tick of t h e Sotden.
iftich and ©eKcale 31cwoV

OVERSIZE handkerchiefs of soft
lawn printed in sharply contrast
ing colors are different and new.

35c

ed.
• • • •

Choose Y our Plaid

$1.00 to $3.00
You don’t have to be Scotch to
have a plaid of your own. Our soft
wool scarves may be had in a gay
assortment of colorful Scotch
plaids. They're real values at this
price, too.

Pajam as! Special!

$1.50, $2.00
A gift suggestion th a t will please
any man on your list. Well tail
ored, pajamas of good quality cot
ton broadcloth. Several styles and
patterns.

Cold Weather Socks
$1.00 to $3.00
Gay patterns in soft wool socks to
keep your feet warm at the coldest
football games! Imported quality
and very low priced. A good
Christmas gift idea.

BROWN buckskin shoes resem
bling the Gillie are the favorites of
Eastern University men.

$6.50

GREGORY’S

Third quarter: The second half j
opened with Rockland kicking off to
Gardiner. For the second time during ;
the game Gardiner refused to r u n !
back the kickoff but Instead puntedI
right bock evidently expecting to J
catch the Rockland team far down
the field But Peterson who had held
the ball for Karl during the kickoff
had remained behind as the safety
man and caught the ball on the run
on his 25 yard line and for a man
running the ball for the first time
in his life certainly did a great job,
for he was not downed until he
reached
the
Rockland 45-yard
stripe. Evidently the Rockland boys
had been told quite a few things dur
ing the intermission by their coach
for they opened right up with a
smashing drive of reverses and end
runs which surprised not only their
opponents but rather awed the spec
tators. During this quarter Ladd,
Glover and Karl did the most of the
ball carrying. With the ball now
on the 5 yard line the Rockland team
was held for only 2 yards in gains In
three whacks at the center of the
Gardiner line. On a double reverse
to the left Ladd scored the second
touchdown of the game. Glover
smashed off tackle for the extra
point.
The fourth quarter found Rock
land again in possession of the ball
going down the field twice In sus
tained drives of more than 40 yards,
only to lose the ball when near scor
ing distance. During this quarter
Rockland took the ball away from
Gardiner twice by alert work In In
tercepting two passes. Rayes inter
ception of a Gardiner pass provided
a thrill when he seemed touchdown
bound only to slip and fall. H ie
game ended as Coach Sezak sent in
his second team.
The summary:
Rockland

Gardiner

ftaye. re ........................ re. Donovan
Poland, r t ..........................gt, Johnson
Morgan. rg ..................... rg, Hinkley
Crockett, c .......................... c, Kelley
Peterson, l g ......................lg, Jameson
Rubenstein, It .......... ............ it, Holt
Hellier, le ........................... le, puiier
Karl, qb ......................... . qb, Goggin
Accardl, fb ....................... fb, Curtis
Glover. I h b .................lhb, McDonald
Ladd, rhb ....................... rhb. Smith
Touchdowns, Rockland, Accardl,
Ladd, Points after touchdown. Dondis
and Glover. Substitutions, Small
for Morgan. Lord for Ladd. Dondis
for Glover, Murgita for Poland,
Hawkins for Goggin, Fossett for
Hinkley. Referee. Hucke. Colby; um
pire. Dexter, Colby; headllnesman,
Hersey. Colby.

•••■
Voted Wrong Ticket
In Saturday's issue of the Kennebefc Journal appears each week, dur
ing the football season, a list of pre
dictions made by the Kajr Jay sports
editor as to games which are to be
played that day. This is what he said

NOVEMBER 5 - 1 0

DOUBLE

Q

Qmlity * Quantity
ORANGE PEKOE

TEA

pa » ? > 4 9 e

HERSHEyS

COCOA 2 W 1 7 c
CHOCOLATE & g 14c
N A T IO N -W ID E

ORANGE
PEKOE
FORMOSA
OOLONG

BAKED BEANS
CHOICE OF KINDS
AND

B R O W N BREAD

2
AATC

\JA I a

29c

L&G
E20c

QUAKER—QUICK or REGULAR
SEE JOE E. BROWN CONTEST

MUFFETS WHOLE WHEAT BISCUITS
GRAPE-NUTS FLAKES
JELL-O

AN Y FLAVOR

■

10c
PKG 1 0 c
PKG 6c
PKG

■

withSoups and Chowders

N A T W H -W U X

WONDER-FIL
USE WITH ECC TO MAKE

LEMON PIE
3 pMs.25<

BusterCHOCOLATE

N E W PACK S A N T A CRUZ B R A N D FRUITS

PEACHES HALVES OR SLICED
PEARS WHOLE HALVES
.
APRICOTS WHOLE HALVES

■
.

■
.

.

LARGE
NO . m CAN

.
.

LARGE
NO. SVi CAN

.

LARGE
NO . S ^ C A N

.

u n n ND
nv
D IA M O N D BRA

0
SO A PS

BOXES

29c

A
9
ZJC
Aw
7C
AO
ZOC

nN A T IO N -W ID E

-

6

BOXES

27c

and C L E A N SE R S

SO MULE TEAM

WHILE THEY LAST

Borax
Soap n « s r a 7

BARS

Ivory Flakes

A 10c PKG FREE
WITH PURCHASE
OF A LGE PKG

Oxydol
Camay Soap 6

1 LB
PKG

CAKES

29c

ASK US ABOUT PROCTER A GAMBLE’S

CANNON BLANKET OFFER!

N A T IO N -W ID E SERVICE GROCERS
R O C K L A N D DISTRICT
j ......................
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Every-O ther-D ay

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Nov, 5-11—American Education Week
Nov 8—Public Auction-Contract party
at Bok Nurses Home for Citizens' Civic
Committee.
Nov, 8—Chamber of Commerce supper
a! Copper Kettle, 6 30 p m.
Nov. 9—Rubinstein Club meets.
Nov 9-10 — Rockport — Baptist Young
Peoples' Conference of Llncoln-Damarlscotta Association
Nov. 11—Red Cross roll call starts.
Nov. 12—Armistice Day observance.
Dec. 13-14—Senior play. ' Cat o' Nine
Tails." at High School auditorium.
Nov. 15—Meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Nov. 15—Warren—Old Polks Concert at
Baptist Church.
Nov. 21—Annual Methodist Fair.
Nov. 29-30—Thanksgiving recess for
schools.
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.

G r e a t C le a r a n c e S a le o f

iree

Mrs. Olive Bragg will be the special A FIN E SOCCER G A M E
V
speaker at the Salvation Army Wed
nesday night. Public is invited.
The
Im proved
R u m fo rd
Associate Justice George L. Emery
will be the speaker at the Lions meet
ing tomorrow. He has a rare faculty
for story telling.

1934 WALL PAPERS
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T earn
Gives , R ockland
Clan a Bad Scare

KEMP’S FAMOUS NUTS AND CHOCOLATES—FRESH DAILY
Soccer fans witnessed an exciting
game at Community Park Saturday
PAPERS THAT WERE 12y2c TO 50c PER ROLL
when the locals and the newly or
The
Merchants
Committee
cf
w ith bands to m atch
the Chamber of Commerce requests ganized team at Rumford played to j
all stores to close Monday. Nov. 12, a 3-ali score.
Rumford kicked off. Rockland got j
In observance of Armistice Day .
BUNDLES IN ROOM LOTS
possession of the ball and scored the j
A buck deer has been seen near firs: goal in the first minutes. U n
Community Park four successive derwood was the marksman. This
O u r only special sale of Silks d u rin g the Fall Season
mornings. We fear th at the antlered reverse seemed to stir up the Rumford
animal will go to the well once too boys and they were soon up at the
. . . T ak e advantage of these prices . . .
TEL. iG61
A general meeting of the Citizens
Rockland goal and showing some nice
often.
3 9 c i
Civic Committee is called for Friday
teamwork. But the field was muddy
662 MAIN ST.
NORTHEND, ROCKLAND
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
at 7.30 at the City Building.
s I Favorable word reaches Rockland which made it impossible far the play
Our customers find this 30 inch crepe cuts to great advantage for many things . . . all staple
5 concerning the condition of Ralph ers to hold their feet. Rumford was
colors.
fK'
National Park stamps in the de
•Gabby) Fowler. A specialist has given a penalty. Hutcheon took the J
There will be no meeting of Edwin j Toe Citizens' Civic Committee will pronounced him on the road to re spot kick and Benson brought off a j
nomination of 4. 7 and 10-cents, are
Libby Relief Corps Thursday night hold an open meeting at City Council covery.
on sale at the Rockland postofflce.
grand save, but Rumford kept up the
A good weight silk in a very large line of colors . . . 44c for this sale only.
owing to the annual meeting of the Rooms Friday night a t 7.30. All Inrunning. A cross from the right wing
Jack Black, Rudolph Gilley and Past Presidents Association of that terested persons are invited,
was
put
through
the
Rockland
goal
Austin Richardson and John Pen
j
_____
Fred H. Smallwood have gene to organization.
nell attended the HarvardPrinceton J by Falk. The score now was level,
Number 9CJ th a t you are fam iliar with; usually sold at $1.00.
the East Branch on a deer-hunting
Woman's Auxiliary of St. Peter's
A chimney fire which threatened to football game in Cambridge, Satur 1 to 1. Rockland was not playing its
pip.
Church is to serve a public harvest assume serious proportions sent Chief day. "A sweet team” is Austin’s com usual game but kept up the pressure,
and the Rumford defense was having
Wonderful wearing quality for slips and undies.
dinner Thursday in the UndercroL Havener and Engine 2 hustling to the ment as to Princeton.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
a hot time. Rockland was deserving
from 11.30 to 1, under the chairman- large residence of Charles S. Coughnight. Supper at 6.15 and a public
Irving Quinn and Harry D. Phillips a goal at this stage, but the defense
ship of Mrs. Anne Alden.
lin, Rankin street yesterday morning.
card party with play beginning at
Prints you expect to pay at least $1.00 for.
■
■Prompt action resulted in a "no loss" have returned from a gunning expe was holding out. At last Thorp
2.30.
dition at Whiting, in Washington scored but was offside.
The Past Presidents Association of I report.
County, bringing a 10-point buck,' Rumford took the lead. J. P ratt
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have a ,
Capt. and Mrs. Alan Holt of Owl's banquet at Narragansett Hotel
Merton Quinn remained in Whiting, crossed one over from the right. There
Checks and stripes that are sm art and warm.
• ff/j)
Head have taken apartments In the Thursday at 6.30, followed by the an
Five large trees removed from not having quite completed his story was some doubt about the ball going J
A. C. Jones house on Talbot avenue nual meeting at Grand Army hall, j Granite street in the short stretch be about the Knox County Collegians.
under the bar. but the referee gave a
for the winter.
tween Main and Union street has
goal. The score was now Rumford 2,
Here's a cloth th a t has the appearance of wool . • • good weight.
Mrs. Eva Toner substituted Monday changed the entire appearance of tne
Rockland friends of Elwood H. Tol- Rockland 1. Rockland was desperate,
Harrison MacAlman, now with the for Mrs. Harriet Lufkin, McLain section. It is a decided improvement
A S EN TER CRANE COMPANY
and after some nice play Thorp
U. S. Geodetic Survey, was home for School; Mrs. Norene Libby for Miss as far as the pedestrian is concerned. man, whose wife was Jennie Gioffray
scored
for
Rockland
to
tie
the
score
of Rockland, will regret to learn that
the weekend, leaving Sunday for Relief Nichols at Junior High; and 1especially at night.
Mrs. Mabel Wright, Miss Evelyn' visiting relatives and friends before
he was quite badly injured in Chi Rumford was playing good football, a
Elizabeth City, N. C.
H O PE
Mrs. Clara Kelsey for Miss Hazeltecn
Mank. Miss Margaret McKnight. going to Boston for the winter.
cago a few days ago. when knocked greatly improved team from a week
ago, when Rockland beat it 4 to 0 at
Mr :. Willard Leach returned Sun
By clever planning a double sur Mrs. Fernald and Mrs Herrick.
Charles Peltola. Ellery Nelson, U. Watts, also McLain School.
Adriel U. Bird came to Rockland down by an automobile while crossing
Rumford.
day to her home in Harmony after
prise was carried out at Mrs. Dana
a
street.
One
of
his
hips
was
badly
Dave Preston and E. G. Banks left
Judge and Mrs. E. K. Gould and in his private plane Sunday afternoon
End to end play continued now Herrick's Monday of last week. Mrs.
•spending a week with Mrs. Eu!a
Sunday by plane for a two weeks* Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy were and spent the remainder of the d a y ' bruised, but not broken. He will be
U N IO N
until half time whistle blew.
Leach.
hunting trip In Northern Maine.
Herrick
was
surprised
when
the
confined
to
the
house
a
month.
Tuesday
and
Thursday
are
visit
among those attending the meeting ■at his home. The plane, piloted by
In the second half Rockland kicked teachers and officers of the Sunday ing days at Union High School. The
of the Maine League of Loan and Capt. William H. Wincapaw. left
Thomas Anastasio has sold his bar
FRIEN D SH IP
The annual meeting of Chamber of off. Rumford got possession of the School appeared a t her door, and week is being observed as Education
Building Associations in Portland on Bctson Sunday afternoon at 1.45,
ber shop at the Southend to Edw.
ball and was giving Benson some good Mrs. Etta Fernald was surprised when Week.
Members of the Farm Bureau aro
landing here a few minutes after 3 Commerce will be held next Thurs
Saturday.
Parker, who says he will have a warm
o'clock. It was a rainy passage all day evening a t the Copper Kettle. shots to save, but the Rockland at the appropriate moment two birth- i The auxiliary of the Woman's asked to be present at the all-day
welcome for new customers as well as
Miss Mary A. Brown, chairman of the way.
Chicken supper will be served at 6.30. goalie was playing a great game. day cakes, decorated with candies | Home Missionary Society meet meeting to be held in the Methodist
the old.
the Citizens Civic Committee for
The speaker of the evening is R. W Rockland was a little below its usual j were placed on the table. A clock Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Leah vti'.ljy, Nov. 8. Dinner served a t
form and Rumford was playing the j which in no way insinuated that Mrs. ELancy.
neon. Miss Lawrence will be the
A charge of gunpowder misfired Belcher, of the U 8. Chamber Of
A cargo of lumber and machinery Ward 5, has named Mrs. Sanford De
Mrs. Elizabeth Wentworth and speaker, and an interesting meeting
lano and Miss Marguerite deRoche- Saturday while a local crew was blow- Commerce, who will have a message nicest game. The visitors had a young Fernald was n o t "up to the minute"
was being discharged a t the Ramsmont as her helpers. This energetic ing apart a large stump on Granite j of B^eat interest. The public is in lad in center who attracted attention. was presented her. Those present Mrs. Clara Wentworth visited Mrs. is assured.
dell sardine plant yesterday from the
Mrs. Fred Colson of Rockland was
grout) is planning activities to raise street wRh the result that
vited. Tickets are on sale at 85c. With a little more experience he will were Mrs. M arjorie Beverage. Mrs. Carrie Wentworth a t Ralph Young's
steamer Barbara, Capt. Matthews.
be worth watching. All of the visitors Julia Howard. Mrs. Elizabeth H ar last week.
guest Sunday of Dr. and Mrs. Hahn.
and
may
be
obtained
by
calling
at
funds
to
begin
in
the
near
future.
Blake
of
Pleasant
Gardens
and
John
The plant is growing steadily.
played well. The Rockland boys are wood. Mrs. Addie Marriner, Mrs.
Wallace Creighton is here from She was accompanied home by Misa
„ . ....
,
Young of Lawrence street were treat- the Chamber of Commerce office.
genuine sports and it was a good Abbie Beard, Mrs. Georgia Brownell, New Rochelle, N. Y„ for two weeks. K atherine Jameson.
RobeTt Allen of Rockland has been
°
. . . .
. , , ,
Graham Hills was among those
, . .
, ..
ed for bums. Mr. Youngs injuries
nominated as one of the candidates
6
The first annual “support our ath friendly game. Rockland finally
witnessing the Princeton-Harvard .
.
______
„
are
said to h a.e been severe, affecting*
for vice president of the sophomore
letics" drive was started yesterday scored No. 3, but Rumford was not to
game on Saturday. Mr. Hills is class at University of Maine: Lee ll‘s
Ict’'
when
60 members of the High School be held down. Benson was having
spending a few days in New York as
Blackington of Rockland has been
football squad under direction of more to do than Myles. Rumford
guest of Cyrus Pinkham before con
University of Maine took an im
tinuing on to Elizabeth City, N. C.. nominated as a member of the senior portant step toward the State series Coach Sezak were given pencils to took up the running and its center
commencement
committee.
sell throughout the city. A feature forward scored a nice goal, making
to take up work with the U. S. Coast
championship Saturday by defeating
the tally 3 to 3. There remained about
and Geodetic Survey.
Gorham Normal School this fall j Cotoy 20 to 6. while Bates was beating of the campaign is a number given
15 minutes of play, but both defenses
with
each
sale,
one
of
which
will
has nearly 20 students from Knox Bowdoin 2 to 0. Next Saturday Maine i
Phil Jones, who acted as one Of the
,
_
.
, ,
**
brine the holder a fre e life ysaw to all were sound and there was no further
a t t h e v i a i n e P n i h v r a m e - t CountV- Th«>' have formed a club piayS Bowdoin at Brunswick and on | “
g ® , e a T ee l f
t0 aU
linesmen a-t tne AiO-ine-ColDy
Home athletic contents of RocklnnH scoring.
„
make Knox
Armistice Day,
Dav. next
next Monday
n euc contests oi Kocxiana
in Orono
Saturday, ___
wore _______
an e v e n fand
tr* are
~ doing their best
7 " ’ to
----------T ’ 7 Armistice
Monday Colbv
Colby !
F ans should look out for the next
.b a n
m „ a , h i J ° ne
lhe bl«8est lntle countles and Bates clash in Lewiston for the ' * ~ n°° ' 1710 proceeds wll t.
broader smile than usual His
devoted to the support of football.
came between these teams. It will be
represented.
And
in
this
their
efforts
final
game
of
the
State
series.
freshman team had just defeated the
a good one. The summary:
are ably supplemented by The Cou- ,
_____
Bangor School of Commerce 21 to 0,
BORN
Rumford — N. Myles, goal; W.
ROCKLAND, ME.
494 MAIN STREET,
rier-Gazette's
Gorham
Normal
Rapid progress is being made in the shaw- At Camden. Nov 4. to Mr and Campbell, rb; E Patterson, lb; A. Don.
and was still in that happy realm
School correspondent Miss Mabel filling project at the City Dump
son,
Biclurd
Eugene Shaw, «
occupied by undefeated teams.
rhb; G. Hutcheon, chb; G. Patterson,
Esancy.
which it is hoped will eliminate t h e ! skooo—At vinaihaven. oct. 24 to Mr
lhb. J. Pratt, J. Hosie, rwf; W Why- '
and
Mrs.
Fritz
8koog,
a
daughter.
Doris
as d e a l e r f o r
William J. Sullivan resumed his j
unpleasant odors. A large earth and
Lorraine
cock, cf; T. McCaffery, R. Pratt, lwf
Mrs. Emma Dick, department presi
duties at Perry's coal office yesterday
rock dike is nearing completion from
Rockland—A. Benson, goal; G. Falk,1
MARRIED
after a fortnight's vacation which dent of the Spanish War Veterans the old §dge of the fill to Bicknell's
Auxiliary,
is
in
charge
of
a
Bcan-O
WOLF-BURGESS—»t T'he-nqstn-i Ne** * H Melliquist, backs; W. Bergland, O
has been put to varied1uses. He has
wharf. When this new work is com
by Rev H. 8 Kllborn. Norman L. Wolf Carlson, B. Peterson, half backs;
party to be given Wednesday evening
end Mtsa Harriet W Burgess, both ol
improved the opportunity to get in a t 7.30 at the home of Mrs. George pleted the inlerior space can * k e p tI Thomaston'
Manifred Holmberg, G. Underwood. |
closer touah with municipal affairs,
under control with lime. The trouble BTRD - LAWRENCE — At the Gonr—e~-. rwf; Neils Thorp, cf; G. Melliquist,
Everett Cross, 10 Broad street, for the
ttonal Church. Rockland Nov 3. bv
OIL HEATING-AIR CONDITIONING
which he so ably represents in his
Rev. W S Rounds. Theodore S Bird Swan Larson, lw forwards.
benefit of Ralph Ulmer Camp Aux in the past has resulted from decayed
end Miss R uth Lawrence, both of
capacity as salesman.
garbage
being
left
on
Sullivan's
flats
Referee, J. Thorp. Linesmen, Lanty
iliary. Refreshments will be served.
Rockland.
by the outgoing tide.
All
members
and
their
friends
are
in
and
Hosie.
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
D IE D
night, with supper in charge of Mrs. vited to attend.
Camden. Nov 4 MarznMrs. Bernice Jackson. Mrs. Ella ORBETON—At
ret Anne, widow of Augustus Orbeton.
T E N A N T S H A R BO R
SPRINGFIELD
l.tubli.h.d 1865
MASS.
Anna Nelson and Mrs. Doris Jordan.
a?ed 79 vea-s 9 m onths, 7 days. In
Friday evening. Pleasant Valley- Hyland. Mrs. Adah Roberts, and Mrs.
Mrs. F. W. Barton returned Satur
terment In Rockville
Sixty-two members of Golden Rod
“ Pioneers an d L eaders in O il H eatin g”
Grange held a circle supper in Anne Alden are going to Portland to MIRICK—At Appleton. Nov. 5 Charles day from Bcyton where she has been
motored to Tenant’s Harbor Friday
Mlrlek p* Csmrt»n. r~ad 80
charge of Mrs. Walter Connon and day to, attend the reception to be Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from for several days for observation at
night and were guests of Naomi
the Good funeral home Interment a t the hospital.
Mrs. Hazel Bartlett. A card party given this evening at the Chamber
Chapter for supper degree work, and
Camden
of Commerce rooms for the new de
When last winter brought weeks of below- zero weather... many
Booth Bros, granite quarry a t Long
a delightful entertainment given by followed with prizes going to Mrs. partment president. Mrs. Grace BFVFRAGE—At Camh-ldee. Moss.. Nov.
a bouse was like a cold storage p la n t. . . because the healing
3. Orman Lee. aged 55 years 9 months Cove closed down Friday.
Frank
Fitzgerald,
Miss
Harriet
the Scottish musicians.
Interment at Aehorn cemetery. Rock
plant » aiTundersize, in bad condition. For comfort this winter
Grover, Mrs. Riah Knight. Ellis Sthen. Mrs. Jackson while in PortFriday evening the Pathfinders
land.
"tailor” your healing system to supply a house full of warmth.
At Rockland. Nov 3. James Class will meet in the church parlors
The Society of Mayflower Descend Sprague, Harry Levensaler, Mrs. Mil. land Will visit her daughter. Miss SAVAGE—
Augustus, aged 68 years. 3 months, 22
Talk over with us the way to do this raosl efficiently and eco
dred
Sprague.
Clarence
Wyllie.
Mrs.
Marjorie
Jackson,
who
is
training
at
for their monthl ymeeting, and all
days
ants in the State of Maine will hold
the
Eye
and
Ear
Infirmary.
nomically.
We will measure your house for a "tailored" heat
GAMAGE—At
Boston.
Nov,
3.
Bessie
B.
officers
and
teachers
in
th
e
Sunday
Raymond
Anderson
and
Miss
Susan
its annual meeting Nov. 21. at 3 p. m„
(Keene), widow of William Gamage
ing job and explain"Gllbor<o's"throo ways to automatic heating
aged 54 years. 20 days Funeral serv School are invited to be present.
at the Columbia Hotel. A reception Spear,
Anderson Camp, Sons or U nion. ices Wednesday at 10 o'clock from the
—and w hat each will cost.
will take place in the parlors from
Fred Colson residence. 14 Florence
An Old Folks Concert is to be pre Veterans, and Auxiliary will hold a street.
STICKNEY C O R N E R
6 to 6.30 for members to meet the in
1. Wy o u r hootar Is largo e n o u g h or can ba put In p ro p er
joint installation Wednesday evening
Jerusha E. Sargent now has The
co n d itio n —wc won't suggest junking your furnace or boiler. The
coming officers, and at 6 30 there sented in the Warren Baptist Church
CARD OF THANKS
riahi size and typeol ”Gilborco"OII Burner and controls will give
will be a banquet in the main dining on Thursday, Nov. 15, under the di at GrandTArmy hall, with the Camp , Walter Swift and family wish to ex- j Courier-Gazette on sale at her genyou completely automatic heat—more heat from your heater—and
and Auxiliary of Belfast as guests, i
; cral store.
131*tf
room. The address of the evening is rection of Chester Wyllie, popular
"most heat per dollar." Four sizes of "Gilbarco" Oil Burners make
The installing officers will be Byron I bora who have contributed so generously
it practical to match “Gilbarco" H a t to your individual needs.
to be "Historic Points on the Coast tenor. There will be about 25 singers Salter department commander, and , ^ $ ° us ways durlng tbe,r " ccnt ad’
“I can be counted on to loster
"Gilbarco" has many exclusive features without which no burner
of Maine,” by Willis B. Hall, illustrat in the chorus, all costumed, and the
and aid in every way in my power the
can be considered completely modern.
Mrs. Sarah Salter, department chap- i
------------------ed with pictures. A musical program program will feature in addition to
j wjSh
thank my friends for the great work your organization (The
chorus numbers, solos, mixed and lain, both of Belfast. A supper will
2. If you need a naw h o o tln g p la n t—the "OHbarce" Auto
Is also being arranged.
letters and other remembrances American Red Cross) m ust carry on."
m a tic O il Hooting Unit —is « masterpiece of beauty and heating
male quartets, duets, etc. Horace precede at 6 o'clock, and in the after- Ij cards,
reeelved during my stay at the hospital
efliciency. Unquestionably the most modern in engineering design
A large gathering motored to G ar Maxey will also give readings. Many noon there will be a card party under ] in Portland and especially those who so —President Roosevelt. Can you be
thoughtfully filled a sunshine basket counted on too?
and beauty of styling—in quick and efficient heating—in harmonious
diner Saturday to cheer the Rockland numbers have been requested, among the direction of Mrs. Mary Jordan.
for my enjoyment
beauty, and economical operation. This “Gilbarco” brings a meas
Mrs
Bertha
Jordan
gridsters on to their victory. They them a group of favorite old hymns
ure of comfort and convenience that is unmatched.
South Warren.
CARD OF THANKS
Public
harvest
dinner
Thursday,
were Mayor and Mrs. Leforest Thurs and sacred solos. Doubtless Rock
We wish to express our sincere thanks
3. If you prefer on au tom atic conditioned air heating
CARD OF THANKS
to our many friends for their kindly
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd. land will send over several to hear Nov. 8. served by the famous cooks of
u n it. . . a big stride forward toward better health... the "Gilbarco*'
We wish to express our sincere thanks a ‘d and sympathy during our recent
St.
Peter's
Church,
in
the
Undercroft,
Condltloned-Warm-AIr Unit provides automatic warm air beat
and appreciation to friends and neigh bereavement Also for the many beauttMr. and Mrs. Donald P. Kelsey, Mr. the program as Mr. Wyllie's generos
bors for their floral tributes and expres fu 1 floral tributes.
ing far in advance of present day warm-air heating practice. It warms
and Mrs. Harold Karl and sons, ity in helping in programs given in from 11.30 to 1; 35 cents.—adv.
sions of sympathy during our recent b e 
Mr and Mrs W. B. Dinsmore. Mr end
I ??
by circulating a uniform flow of perfect air—warmed, purified,
reavement.
V r s . C. A Barbour and family. Mr and
Principal and Mrs. Joseph Blalsdell this city is well known.
humidified. “Gilbarco” places conditioned air heating within the
Josenh
Sm
ith
and
Lawrence
family.
Mrs.
Herbert
La
Pointe.
Julia A. Barker, Medium-Mission Camden.
•
range of persons of modest incomes.
Rockport.
*
..........
and son Franklyn, Mr. and Mrs.
Word has been received of the ary of MS.S.A., will be at 10 Broad ,
Daniel Paulitz, Mr. and Mrs. James
East and family, Mrs. Edwin Ed death Saturday in Boston after a street, Nov. 8-16. Readings by ap
133*135
P h o n e , call or mail the coupon today for com plete inform ation o n “Gilbarco” H eat and the
wards. Mrs. Samuel Sezak. M. Alward, long illness of Mrs. Bessie B. (Keene l pointment. Tel. 1169-J.
Gamage.
widow
of
William
J.
GamMaynard Wiggin. “Dardy'’ Radcliff,
“G ilb a rc o ” Easy Purchase Plan—a small dow n payment and tw o years to pay the balance.
age. She was the daughter of the
Carl Philbrook and Ernest Doyle.
late John A. and Nellie E. Keene of
"Oh girls, my mother took me this city. The survivors are an unde,
down to the Rockland Shoe Repair- Knott C. Perry of Sailors Snug H ar
ing Co. and had new lifts put on my tx>r. and Mrs. Elmer Davis, Mrs. Earl
A nd the Season Is Short!
1935 MODELS
shoes. They lack just like new."— Barron, Sumner Perry. Ira Perry, and
adv
Fred Colson. Rockland, and Eph. Col
Make the M ost O f It!
494 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ATWATER KENT
son of North Scituate, R. I., cousins.
W e have C hrysanthem um s in white, p in k ,’ yellow
TELEPHONE 648
»
Ten free coupons with every pre The remains arrive today and funeral
PHILCO
scription this week at Corner Drug Services will be held Wednesday at 10
and b ro w n
Store. Main street, corner Limerock a. m. from the residence of Fred Col
R.
C.
A.
VICTOR
son. 14 Florence street. Burial will
—adv.
F rom the “ B utton” Size to the Larger Bloom s
'n n r K fH M t
be in Damariscotta.
A. T. T lll’RSTON
A public card party, auction and
$20.00 to $250.00
I 494 Main Street, Rockland, Me.
•-.to* *'■*?
Ten bucks will be given with every
contract, will be given afternoon and
P le a s e send com plete in fo rm a tio n o n G ilb a r c o
H e a t in g a n d A ir C o n d itio n in g and y o u r F in a n ce
Send for Catalogues
evening of Nov. 8 at the Bok Home, ton cent purcha e all this week at
C risp, Fresh Blooms G row n Right H ere!
P la n .
for Nurses, the proceeds to be devoted Perry’s Market.—adv.
133-134
to the relief work of the Citizens Civic
ROCKLAND, ME.
Committee.’ Excellent prizes and a Park your car under cover, day or j
130Ttf
371 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
truly worthwhile cause. Adm. 35 evening for 25c. Fireproof Garage.
State
132-tf
Rockland.
117-tf
cents.—adv.
129*134

NOVEM BER

N ow , 5c to 15c

SILK SALE

5 0 c to 75c
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

THRIFT CREPE . . . 3 0 inch . . .

FLAT CREPE ...P u r e S ilk ............................................

44c S

FLAT C R E P E . . . H igh Q u a lity .........................................

69 c

SKINNER CREPE. . . Guaranteed W a sh a b le ................. . . 98c
SILK P R I N T S ...P u r e S ilk ..............................................

69c $

T A R A S P U N . . . 39 in ch Woolie C r e p e ............................. 69c

M A R V L R U F ...3 5 in c h ...................................................

49c S

A N N O U N C IN G
the appointment of

A. T. THURSTON
ICO

G ilb e r t & B o r k e r M fg . C o m p a n y

T h e C r y sa n th e m u m
S e a s o n Is H e r e

R A D IO

from $1.25 to $ 5 .0 0 per dozen

MAINE MUSIC CO.
IP

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

A. T. THURSTON

Page F o u r
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7 PETER
~ B .K Y T T E

COPYRIGHT BY BELL SYNDICATE
WN.U. SERVICE
T his popular author of best-sellers has w ritten a fascinating romance
about Penelope Gatlin, w ho sometimes forgot she was an heiress and
became N ance Belden, daring and derisive darling of the underworld
. . H ow she was rescued by young D r. Burt bom the mental shad
ows that threatened her w ith years in prison, how her beauty was
restored, bow she came at last into het due of love and happiness is
told as only Peter B. K yne can tell such a tale. Do not miss

this story. Follow it as it appears serially in this paper.
CHAPTER I

job and working at It. So 'when a
physician Informed him that his
R. THEODORE GATLIN’S
hopes of fatherhood were not apt
married life had demonstrat
to be realized he had a brilliant
ed to him the absolute fallacy of the
Idea and broached It to Mrs. Gatlin.
ecclesiastic contention that mar
“Let’s adopt a baby!" he nrged.
riages are made In heaven.
Louise demurred. She had her
In the beginning he had married
doubts
as to the advisability of tak
lx>uise Hanchett for a number of
ing over somebody's else trouhles
reasons, none of them really Impor
—one never knew how an adopted
tant. She was of good family; 1. e.,
her parents were prosperous mid baby was going to turn out—therp
was no hurry, anyhow—she must
dle-class folk whom scandal had
have time to consider the Idea—her
never touched. They were eminent
health.
ly respectable If a trifle bovine In
“To h—1 with your health!" Mr.
disposition and Louise was their
Gatlin roared, for the first time In
only child, and sole heir to such
his married life becoming vulgar.
worldly goods as her parents might
"Every doctor you've had tells me
have accumulated and which Mr.
you’re organically sound. You only
Gatlin believed they were not likely
think you’re sick."
to dissipate: for which reason he
“My nerves.” she protested, but
did not contemplate having to sup
he silenced her.
port them in their helpless age.
“You think too much about your
These were the common sense
self
and not at all about anybody
reasons which his self-respect as a
else, particularly me. What yon
business man indicated he should
need is a baby to fuss with. You’ll
conjure to his defense In making
learn to love it in a month as mnch
this Important step; In reality they
as if it was your own flesh and
were merely a sop to his real rea
blood."
son for the step, which was a mad
"I’m afraid you’ll not love it,
infatuation he mistook for love.
, Theodore. You’re so cranky and Ir
Louise Hanchett's cold, classical
ritable," she defended.
beauty and Vere de Vere form,
“Listen 1" Mr. Gatlin commanded.
which she knew how to dress beau
"I'm at the point where I'm serltifully and In good taste, had so ( onsly considering suing you for di
dazzled h.±n that It never occurred
vorce on the grounds that you're a
to him to ask himself whether the
I barren woman. In other ways you
object of his passion had wearing
don’t measure up to my Idea of a
qualities; if she had common sense;
wife and companion. It's no fun
If she was healthy and capable of
for me to come home night after
bearing children; i f she was of
night and have to listen to your
sound ancestry. However, there
tales of woe—”
was some excuse for this careless
"You a rt devoid of sympathy."
ness in Mr. Gatlin’s case, as, In
his wife charged. "You neglect me.”
deed, there Is In the case of all but
"Maybe I’ve failed,” said Mr. Gat
supermen. Engaged os he was In
lin, “but by Jiminy, I’ve tried, and
the retail shoe business, he had nev
I’m willing to keep on trying a little
er heard of Mendel’s law, and If
longer. Only, from now on we’re
anybody, In conversation with him,
going to try my methods, and adopt
had mentioned genetics, he would
ing a baby is one of them. If that
doubtless have thought that they
falls I’ll take the baby over myself
were some new term of athletic
contrivance. The only practical in 1 and we'll call in the lawyers.”
formation he had on the Hanchett I-------------------------------------------- ----family was that Mrs. Hanchett was
a shrew, that Mr. Hanchett was a
middle-aged man whose head was
bloody and bowed; that Louise was
unhappy at home.
Following two years of married
life, during which he strove man
fully to accomplish the impossible,
at b a r g a in
Mr. Theodore Gatlin went Into a
mental haze. Six months of this
prices are to be
and he became peevish. He want
ed a child—and when at last he re
found e v e r y
alized that, In the phraseology of
-his times, there was nothing doing,
day . . . USED
there was horn In him the first co
herent thought he had ever had on
CARS are sold
♦he subject of matrimony. He told
himself that he was sick unto death
every day . . .
striving to be a good husband and
acquiring no merit because of his
and e v e r y efforts. He told himself he had a
house hut not a home; that I/wise
body’s happy
had "taken after her mother,"'
which meant that he had taken
because they
after his afflicted father-in-law!
He gave considerable thought to
used
the subject and finally decided that
Louise would he all right If she only
THE
had something to occupy her mind.
She sought happiness and blamed
COURIERhim because she could not find I t
Mr. Gatlin did not know where hap
GAZETTE
piness might be found, but Inas
much as he was moderately cer
WANT
tain of peace of mind while attend
ing to his business, he had a hazy
ADS
Impression that happiness is not
Infrequently found In securing a

M

UTED
(ART

She knew she”had gone'ns tar ns
she dared. Even the dullest of mar
ried women know wheD that point
Is reached; that Is. they know when
It has been reached for that day.
"Well, If we can Hnd a baby, of
good, sound, Intelligent, healthy parentage," she assented grudgingly
“I’ve got one staked out," Mr.
Gatlin cried joyfully, ^and I know
Its parents.
They're sound as
grindstones. I know the grandparents of the child on both sides."
“I’ll have to meet these grand
parents and parents. Theodore."
"Unfortunately," he r e p l i e d ,
“they’re all dead.”
“What did they die of?"
"The grandparents on both sides,
of old age; the father of the baby
was an army captain and he got

“Boy or Girl, Theodore?”
killed In a fight in the Sulu islands.
The mother died in childbirth and
the baby Is In the Infants* shelter
In San Francisco."
“Boy or girl, Theodore?"
“Boy.”
,
“I could never stand a boy, Theo
dore. I must have a girl."
Mr. Gatlin grinned evilly. “1 fig
ured you’d try to edge out of It that
way. It isn’t a boy. It's a girl."
Louise Gatlin was not very Intel
ligent, but she was sufficiently so
to realize that for once in his life
Mr. Gatlin was due to have hts own
way.
T hat night as he lay abed. Mr.
Gatlin suddenly gave himself a pro
digious poke in the ribs. “What a
jackass I was not to consult that
doctor before I married Louise." he
groaned. "When I thought I could
father a child of my own I didn’t
pay any more attention to Its an
cestry than I would to selecting a
necktie. Anything that looked well
would fill the bilk But when It
came to selecting some other man's
baby, I gave the Job all the atten
tion I would give to the purchase
of a piece of property. If men
would only employ that much com
mon sense In selecting their wives
—or wives. In selecting their hus
bands—I knew what a nervous com
plaining, selfish old shrew her moth
er was—what’s that law the doctor
spoke of? Ah, yea Mendel's law.
The law that like shall produce like.
Simple! Natural 1 Any fool should
have thought of that—and yet It
took an old monk—a celibate—to
promulgate the news. Whew-ww I”
"Theodore.” said his wife, from
the other twin bed, “I should think
you might be more considerate of
me than to whistle like that and
wake me np."
"I'm so happy, darling, I couldn't
help it. Forgive me."
"Have you thought of a name for
the baby?”
"I have. Penelope.”
“A horrid name. Where under
heaven did you get that name?"
To her unspeakable amazement
he quoted a verse from Henry Her
bert Knlbbs’ poem, “Out There
Somewhere."

VIN ALH A VEN

"Serve Cheese and Serve the
Nation.”
The newly - elected Dairyland
Queen, eighteen-year-old Virginia
Kelly, of Clintonville, Wisconsin,
tells the world! It’s the slogan of
National Cheese Week, to be held
this year, November 11 to 17.
Celebrating Cheese Week, Miss
Kelly will travel to Washington,

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-W ORD PUZZLE^

L B Dyer and Robert Smith left
this week for Aioostook County on a
gunning trip. Walter and Maurice
<4 5
1 2 3
b
Darres of Belfast accompari d them.
Members of the Weary Club re
7
9
&
cently spent several days at Mrs.
Harry Wilson’s cottage Dunluk.n, at
IO
II
City Point.
L. A. Coombs returned Saturday
11
lb
14
13
15
from Wilmington. Del., where he '
w
was gu st of Mr. and Mrs. James
10
14
16
17
Baker. He also visited In Philadel
phia. New York. New Jersey, Boston
ii
21
; and Melrose. Mass.
»’• '' *J' I
The American Legion and Auxili
ary will hold an Armistice Day lair
• •.
and dance the evening of Nov. 12 in
17
2b
2ft 24 30
25 2M 15
Memorial hall. Those on the Auxili
ary committee are: Fa: h ion show.
31
33
31
Ada Creed; cake. Cora Peterson;
1
candy. Flora Brown; dance, Marion
3b
34
35
&
Sholes;
advertising,
Gwendoline
Greene.
3b
34 O
37
Mrs. Leo W. Lane entertained the
W
Rainbow Club Friday evening at "The
40
41
! Falls" at Dark Brook. Supper was
served.
43
41
Saturday evening a t her home Mrs.
Fra'r.k Mullen entertained the Wash
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
ington Club.
7-A drug plant
!34-Time of life
1-A textile fabric
Mrs. Donald Johnson was in Rock9-To darken
35- More docile
4-Attorney (abbr.)
i land over Sunday to visit heT hus
12-A letter
36- Lair
7-Javelin
band at Knox Hospital, where he re13-Consume
I
37- Rug .,
B-Fetters
15- An insect
38- Pinch
1P-Before
! cently had a finger amputated.
16- A serpent
11- Payable
40- Choicest pert of
M s. Sada Robbins entertained at
18-Reject
society
12- Point of compass
bridge Saturday evening at her home.
20-Omit in pronouncing
(abbr.)
41- Ventures
23- Ststion (abbr.)
42- The (Fr.)
The regular meeting of th? Ladies
14- The nostrils
24- Large bird
43- Shy
15- Sheep cry
! of the G.A R was held Friday eve
25- Contend
17-T rapped
ning. preceded by a 6 o'clock supper,
28-Revolve
19-Horses
VERTICAL
served by Margaret Cccmbs, Evelyn
27- Airy
21- Satiafled
28- Uneven
22- Slumber
Henniger. Villa Calderwood, Hester
t-Very small
29- Long grass sterna
23Cut
Ames. Table decorations were In
2- Gained
t
30- Eagle
27-Worahlp
keeping with Halloween, with unique
3- Staff of life
32- Grades
31-One who makes
4- Military aasiatanta 33- Diapatehea
favors for each member piesent.
suits
37-A wire meaiure
D. C., to present Wisconsin’s
33-Deviee for removing 5- Reliea upon
Robert A. Calderwood and Mary I.
Grand Champion American cheeso
6- Part of the foot
39-Peek
seeds
Breckrenidge
of
Williamsburg,
Mass.,
and other dairy products to the
•
Solution
to Previous Puzzle)
were united in marriage Oct. 25. in
White House. The dairy farm ers
of the nation and the entire in
Rockland, by Rev. J. C. MacDonald,
W H IT E H E A D
dustry of cheesemaking are unit
pastor of the Baptist Church.
D EL m | o N s T R A T 1 V E
ing in the drive which aims to
Mrs. Henry Gross recently visited
MUledge Randall of the coast
N
help stabilize agricultural indus
E AR N S
R AT E S
try by putting into consumption
her husband in Fairfield.
guard I. at hts home, Spruce Head
s T
E
s E r ON
N
a national cheese surplus of 25,o 1L lD
Homer Darres has opened a lum- 1village, cn a 15-day furlough,
s p A M s T E
000,000 pounds.
AT E
M
B E E R
L
her yard at T Wharf.
j Mr an(j Mrs Lester Alley cf the
P
N E r
1■ p E s r S
To Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Skoog. a j Light have returned from Jonesport
O R A
1
s
E
N
N
O
S
E
L
JANE FROMAN WINS
daughter, Doris Lorraine, was born where they pasted their vacation.
1
AP E
w L AT E R
NEW RADIO LAURELS Oct. 24
Officer-in-charge E M. Mills ci
’
n
V/
A
D
N
T
C
E
E
H
Mrs. Albert Wocster and grand the coast guard recently spent 48-hour t
p
S C 1
E u
1 N E
daughter Erdine Calderwood have liberty at his home in Rockland
1 E
ls B E R A s E
B
0
returned from Camden and North
Vincent Alley has returned from a - N ■ e L O & e | R 1 P E N
Haven.
8 e | l F C O n |f 1 D E N T
short motor trip to Beals.

“Oh, Lord." Mr. Gatl.n murmured,
"will I ever cease making hideous
mistakes?’
For In rhat illuminating instant
hs realized that in adopting Pene
lope he had made a terrible mis
take. His wife didn't want her! At
the very moment of the commence
The U. S. coast guard boat towed I.
ment of his experiment, he knew
S O U T H H O PE
It was a failure. However. It was
the sardine boat “Curlew" to Rock- j
W E S T LIB ER TY
no part of his wife's Intention (at
several from this place attended . land Friday, as the latter had a dis- j
least for the present) that he
the dance a t Hope last Saturday . abled engine.
should realize this, so she took the
night.
j Miss Kathryn Andrews of Norton’s : Mrs. Elizabeth Sherman enter
baby from him.
tained friends from Massachusetts
Morton & Payson have resumed ( I-land spent the weekend at Spruce
For a month all went well with
last week.
work at their crate factory after a ! Head village.
the Gatling, and then Mrs. Gntlln
Miss Marion Sherman has employ
Issued her fiat
busy blueberry season and the wel
J. N. Alley of the coast guard sta
ment
for a short time in Liberty
“Theodore," she said, ”1 must In
come sound of the whistle is daily tion has returned from 48-hour leave
village a t the home of Raymond
sist on one thing. Penelope mast
heard.
spent at his home In Beals.
Worthing.
never know that you and I are notH. A. Hart and Kenneth Crabtree
Mrs. Marion Dow who has been
her natural parents. I feel that
are the first hunters of the season : guest of Mrs. J. K. Low a t Rackliff 1The Storer-Collins Post A. L. ol
such knowledge might detract front
to shoot deer in this place.
| Island for a fortnight, returned to Union will give an Armistice dance at
her love for us."
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
L.
Taylor
and
Wakefield. Mass., last Wednesday. ' ' Eitst Palermo Grange hall Nov. 12.
“That won't work any hardship
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy attended
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Coff and son' Music by Over.ocks O rchestra of
on me, my dear," he replied. “I
feel Just as enthusiastic about her
the Orange fair and supper a t 1Richard of Westbrook were guests j Washington
as if I were her real father.”
Washington last Tuesday night.
, over the weekend of Keeper and Mrs’ ' The Sherman Corner school gave a
“Another thing, Theodore. 1 loveb
1Halloween entertainment and dance
Miss Virginia Dunbar was a din- j A. J. Beal at the Light.
Penelope dearly, as you know, hut
ner guest Saturday at Clarence
Mrs. Mabel Beal and Hilton Beal at East Paleimo Grange hall Oct. 31.
I can’t he made a slave to her. Do
Taylor's in Camden.
who have been visiting at the Light A good sum was netted for the school.
you realize, dear, how she keeps
me tied down?"
Mrs. Nellie Tibbetts of Washington
Albert Hastings and David Meser for several weeks, have returned to
He gritted his teeth, and his wife
recently spent a few days with her
NEW YORK, (Special) — Jane vey are on a hunting trip in the vi Beal’s Island.
went on: “We simply must have
Froman, whose meteoric rise from cinity of Machias.
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal arid niece Mrs. Beulah Tibbetts.
a nurse for her.”
the obscurity of a “sob sister” on a
W.
C.
Wellman,
in
company
with
Miss
Eleanor Beal were Rockland
William DeMerritt of Hyde Park,
"Have two of ’em,” he growled.
Cincinnati newspaper to dazzling
his nephew Fred Fernald of Rock visitors last Tuesday.
Mass..
with two friends of th a t place,
“Whatever she needs she shall
stardom In the famous Broadway
have."
There was a fine display of 26 na passed Wednesday and Thursday at
Zlegteld "Follies'' in a few years land. is on a two weeks' hunting trip
"That's right. Start spoiling her
has left the “Great White Way" near Mootehead Lake. Mrs. Wellman tional code flags topped by the Stars William Hay's.
immediately.”
chattering in amazement, has been is visiting relatives in Hope and Lin and stripes a t the coast guard sta
Callers last week Sunday a t the
It was always like that. How
awarded the vote ot leading radio colnville and Mr. and Mrs. W. L. tion In honor of Navy Day.
home of Forest Tibbetts were Mrs.
ever, as the child developed, she
critics as the "most beautiful and Taylor are at the Wellman home
Harold B Doten. district superin Bertha Bennett and three daughters
brought Mr. Gatlin each day closer
charming artist" in radio
during
their
absence.
tendent
of coast guard telephones of of Pjttston. Howard Leigher of
to happiness than he had ever been
New laurels were heaped upon
A birthday surprise party was Boston, was a t this place last Tues Washington. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
before. She was his refuge. She
the 25-year-old beauty following
WB9 a healthy bahy and hence a
appearances in Bromo-Seltzer's "In given one evening last week a t the day inspecting the work which is Saban. Mr and Mrs. Percy Saban
happy baby, and there was not the
tlmate Revue, ’ along with A1 i Alford Lake Camp in honor of Ber- being done on these islands by the and young son Bernard. Miss
slightest chance that she would
Goodtnan s orchestra, D w i g h t nard Nelson of Rockland. The deco telephone men.
b Theresa Morang of Palermo. Mr. and
ever be spoiled by having her own
Fiske, the merry master of cere rations and games were in keeping
Mrs. Leo Brault and daughter
wishes perennially deferred to. If
monies, and Al Bowlly, famous
with
the
spirit
of
Halloween.
Those
We’ll dance a merry saraband from
W
E
S
T
R
O
C
K
P
O
R
T
Eugenia, Mrs. Perley Miller and Earl
Lxniise Gatlin accomplished nothing
.British tenor, over the coast-tohere to drowBjr Samarkand:
Brewster of Rcekland.
else worth while (and this she ac
coast network of the National present were; Bernard Nelson and
Along the lea, across the land, the
Among those from this place visit:
complished unconsciously) she did
birds are flying south.
Broadcasting Company each Fri Austin Nelson of Rockland* Crosby
nothing to Inflate Penelope's ego.
day evening Not only did Miss Ludwig and Robert Atheam of Hope. lng the big woods on gunning trips
C R IE H A V E N
And you, my sweet Penelope, out
which, as everybody knows. Is the
Froman score heavily on beauty, Clifford Taylor of Camden. Sher are: Harvey Lunden, Thurston
there somewhere you wait tor
breeding
ground
of
human
selfish
charm and poise but also tor pos man Ames and Thelma Murphy of Spear. Elmer Starr, Henry Kontio
me.
Rexford Anderson has been visiting
With buds of roses In your hair and
ness, which. In turn, accounts for
sessing the "loveliest voice on the
kisses on your mouth.
Appleton. Misses Ingrid. Lucille and and George Hamalanien.
the unhappiness of most of human
alrwaya"
his sister Mrs. Fred Spear of East
Mrs.
Percy
Lermond
and'
Mrs.
ity. Mr. Gatlin, of course, would
Miss Froman Is a native of SL Susan G ath, Miss Virginia Dunbar
Union for a few days before leaving
They went by train to San Fran
have undone, In secret, much of this
Louis and was educated at the Uni and Miss Annie Hart cf this place. Muriel Lermond of South Warren for Boston.
cisco next day. With the child In
were
recent
callers
on
Mrs.
Clara
good work, had not the realization
versity of Missouri where she was The occasion was greatly enjoyed.
his arms and accompanied by his
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wilson and
come to him quite early In Pene
Dow and Mrs. Robert Heald.
a member of the Kappa Kappa
wife and the lady manager of the
lope's little girlhood that any dem
Gamma sorority. While d o i n g
Several from this place attended Mrs. Fred Rhodes are spending the
Infants’ shelter. Mr. Gatlin repaired
R. E. Robbins General Store now
onstration of excessive affection on
newspaper work In the Ohio metro sells The Courier-Gazette.
to the Superior court and legally
the W.C.T.U. meeting at which the winter in Belmont, Mass.
131’tf
polis. her voice attracted the no
adopted the daughter of Capt. Ron his part was inevitably counteract
members of the Camden union were
Mrs. Hatton Wilson Is visiting
ed by an excessive severity on the
tice of a famous producer. She was
ald Elliot and Janet Elliot, both
guests of the Rockland union a | friends and relatives in Port Clyde
S
O
U
T
H
C
H
IN
A
part
of
his
wife
toward
the
child.
engaged
for
radio
work
and
tmznodeceased.
the home of Mrs. Frank Ingraham.
and Tenant’s Harbor.
She was a pretty child, of olive
diately leapt to fame as soloist for
From the courtroom they went to
East Kennebec Pomona met with
Mrs. Emma V. Leach and brotherPaul Whiteman. Rudy Vallee and
Grace cathedral and had her bap complexion, with very dark blue
Nicholas Anderson has employment
eyes and rich, shiny, jet black hair.
other famous orchestra leaders. China Grange a t South China Oct in-law. Henry Crawford, recently In New York.
tized in the Episcopalian faith—out
Following a brief career In Holly 23. with 105 present—the largest left for Florida to spend the winter.
She was unusually intelligent and
of courtesy to Mrs. Gatlin’s latest
Mrs. Alice Pallazola left Friday for
wood movleland. Miss Froman meeting of the year. The fifth degree They motored there in company with
religious crotchet, Mr. Gatlin hav affectionate, of quick sympathy and
moved to Broadway where she was was conferred on one candidate and
Massachusetts
to join her husband
ing no religious affillatlens whatso winning, gracious ways. She was
Mrs. Leach's son, William Vinal,
skv-rocketed to stardom In Lhs 1934 an open session was declared for the
the apple of Mr. Gatlin's eye. and
ever. There was a slight hiatus
who is on the fishing boat Cynthia.
Mrs.
Vinal
and
her
mother
of
Port
"Follies.”
by the time she was ten years old
here. The pastor had Just sprinkled
lecturer's hour. R. C. Maxwell gave land. Cards from them enroute
Bertman White is in Boston.
he no longer cared a snap of his
water on the little dark head and
the address of welcome and Past stated that they expected to arrive
Mrs. Jean Blom has recently re
finger
for
his
wife.
said: “I baptize thee In the name
Master W J Thompson introduced at Hawthorne, Fla., Oct. 26
S O U T H UNION
turned from a hunting trip In the
of the Father, and of the Son, and
the speaker. Rev. Henry Dunnack.
of the Holy Ghost, and give thee
Mrs. M. A. Fogler went Thursday Maine woods.
TO BE CONTINUED
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leach en State librarian, who gave an interest
the name of —" when Mrs. Gatlin
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Young and
to
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
tertained Sunday at dinner at their ing talk on books. Solos by Ted Perry
Interrupted softly—"Lucretia.”
daughter Catherine spent a few days
Dahlia stems should be cut off two
Martha
Clark
In
Camden
where
she
“Nothing doing," Mr. Oatlin de
home at South Union. The guests and selections by the Jazz orchestra
will spend the winter. Her other in Rockland last week.
clared. "Lucretia! Wasn’t that the inches above the bulbs, which are i were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hammond, were also enjoyed.
Miss Mildred Turner attended the
daughter, Miss Mary Fogler has left
woman that poisoned people—a wop dried a day or so and stored top and ; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fish and daugh
Visitors Sunday at H. ESancy's
woman? Her name shall be Pene j down. The tm’.bs keep well at the 1
for Hinsdale, 111., to spend the win Teachers' Convention in Portland.
ter Mabel of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. William Ring and
lope. I like that name."
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Simpson are
1same humidity as for potatoes If j
ter with her brother Raymond Fogler
The pastor smiled faintly. Hav there is too much moisture the bulbs • Henry Carver of Rockport, Mr. and son Herbert of Warren. Mrs. Hazel and family.
visiting relatives in Bucksport.
Mrs. Arthur Brewster of Rockland and Fitzgerald and two children and
ing already sensed that all of the
Mrs. Rankin has returned to Rock
will rot and if the cellar is too dry
enthusiasm for the child was Mr.
j they should be buried in sand or Wilford Robinson and daughter Leola Eleanor Esancy and Mr. and Mrs
The Courier-Gazette is now on sale land after visiting her daughter Mrs.
Gatlin's, he was seized with a per
of St. George.
Ardelle Bump6 of China.
at the Postoffice.—adv.
131*tf
H. J. McClure for a week.
verse desire to please the senti peat moss. Dusting with sulphur
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Small and son
mental fellow, so he said quickly: checks fungus growth
Public health nursing, instruction
The four arms of the Red Cross Kenneth of Augusta were guests Sun
"—and give thee the name of Pene
lope."
point to all corners of the earth, day of her niece Mrs Ralph Esancy. in nutrition and home hygiene, and
Mrs. Mildred Meader and Miss Ida first aid and life saving courses make
Mr. Gatlin hugged Penelope to
showing th at under this symbol East
Itching.roughness,
him and kissed her back of the left
If poorly functioning Kidneys and and West are qne. North and South Alwin are spending a few days in up the health conservation program
Bladder make you suiter from Getting
cracking.easily relieved
ear.
of the American Red Cross. Mem
are kin; national boundaries melt Somerville. Mass.
Up Nights. Nervousness, Rheumatic
and improved with
“You mustn’t kiss her, Theodore,"
Pains, Stiffness. Burning, Smarting. away, religious differences disappear,
Mrs. Eva Logan was called to the berships signed up in the annual Roll
so o th in g Itching, or Acidity try the guarantewi
his wife protested. "Kissing is un
Call
campaign
finance
these
con
home
of
her
mother
last
week
due
to
Doctor's Prescription CystexISiss-texi
and under this sign all men are
sanitary. You might give her some
—Must fix you up or money
structive health measures
the latter's serious illness
OjroICA back. Only7Sf at druggists. brothers
sort of disease."

H elp K idneys

•

Skin Torment

R e s in o l

WARREN

“Boxer” Dog Is W ithout
Equal as Master’s Guard

V
*
• « r
■' Frank L. Davis returned Thursday
"Authority" is the one-tvord story night from Boston where he had at
of tile Boxer. One word that means tended as delegate from the Warren
law . . . the law of the well-trained
Locals, the meeting of the New Eng-,
guard dog . . a very simple laT
land
of “right or wrong," that command^ 1—T Milk Producers' Association la st'
unchallenged respect. One with week.
which our own highly complicated
The sale sponsored by the Woman's
Judicial system might proudly t>«
vested, asserts a writer in the Ix>$ Club at Town hall opens at 3 o'clock
today, Tuesday, and continues to the
Angeles Times.
Gifted with fearless courage for
[time for opening the meeting of the
t ,th
defense and armed to the teeth wltl1 ,’ cllub, 7.30. Light lunches will be served
defiance, this 40 imunds of effecj to those who wish to attend the fait
tlve prevention is worth more thari In the afternoon and remain for the
tons of our attempted cures of
meeting, which Is open to the public
crime. Quick is that Justice meted
out to the Intruder, ignorant of the Frank D. Rowe will speak following
dog’s qualities, lie will receive a the business session and in addition
very short, hut most liberal and Miss Nanina Comstock of Thomas
lasting education.
ton, who heads an Arts and Crafts
Bare in America, this powerful) class there, will explain her work in
sturdy creature is widely distribute this line, to interest local people to
ed
throughout Germany fronl
whence have come the more popular the extent of starting a class in town
if ten interested members can be
guardian breeds, the I bine, plnsch
secured. No cost is involved with the
er, schnauzer and shepherd.
Although termed a terrier of bull exception of paying for materials and
dog character, the Boxer Is void ol Miss Comstock's transportation. Ev
those outward characteristics
eryone is Invited to attend.
plumpness, throatiness and hanging
Ladles on the supper committee
chest seen In the bulldog. Nor Is
his head hat. Slightly domed, Ills Thursday at the Congregational
clean-cut head shows wrinkles only Church are: Mrs. Belle Walker, Mrs.
In the furrow between the high set. '■ gadie Barrows Mrs. Laura Brackett,
erect cropped cars.
]
_. _____________
Mrs. Edna White, Mrs. Iva McKellar,
His nose, a little higher at the
tip than at the root, Is said to be Mrs. Gertrude Starrett, Mrs. Ruth
slightly dished. Not bulldog-llke, It Philbrook. They will meet at the
Is not pushed Into the forehead. chapel at 2.30 p. m.
The muzzle is strong, clean, but In
The Woman's Mission Circle will
clined toward being upfaced, due to
meet
Wednesday a t 2.30 at the Montthe undershot lower Jaw that curv
upward to follow' the vertical” liue B°mery rooms. Picnic supper at 5 30
of the nose.
T.eccnT callers on Mrs. Alice Cook
_______________
3 were Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Grant of
.
, ,
.
North Haven and Mr. and Mrs. Bcr-

Oldeat and Largest Dog
Cemetery in the World
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ALL T O B A C C O
MEN

KNOW :

OLFER. Miss Helen
says: "It can always rerev with a Camel.
store my energy
And I can smoke Camels consandy without jangled nenes.
Micks

Camels a re m ade from
finer, More Expensive
Tobaccos—Turkish and
I
D om estic — th a n any
other popular brand. ,r

Jordan Qf Medfield Mass

Y O U AR E IN V IT E D

_

On an Island In the Seine river.’1
D Rowe and SuPl E E
near Paris, Is one of the oldest and 1 Toner of Rockland attended the
largest dog cemeteries In the world. [ Southern Schoolmen's Banquet F n More than 20,000 dogs are buried day at Belfast. Dr. Paul Mort of the
there. In commenting on this event j Columbla university, speaker,
a correspondent of the New York
Walter Aho shot a deer Thursday
Sun writes: "Many of the tomb
stones are as elaborate as are to be the second in Warren for the first
found In any cemetery for humans, day of the open season. Maurice
and the epitaphs are as varied In Crockett shot on# Friday and Mrs.
their pathos, affection, exaggera I Burdeen Simmons one Saturday.
tion and grotesqueness. Save In
Dinner guests Friday of Mrs. Alice
one respect one might think, read
ing the Inscriptions, that one was Cook were Mrs. William Stickney.
In the presence of human, not Mrs. Helen Hilton and Mrs. Clar-,
canine, graves. The one difference Lermond.
is that the city authorities forbid
Guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
reference to deity or religion and
Lawrence
Dolham were Mr. and Mrs.
quotations from Scripture.
"Many epitaphs, however, express Wilder Jones and daughter Dorothy
faith In a canine heaven. One goes ! of Jefferson.
so far as to express the author's ! Several from this place attended
wish that he may himself be de ! the meeting at the auditorium of the
nied Immortality if his dog cannot
Rockland High School Saturday eve
share IL The inscription reads:
'If thy soul, Sapho, does not accom ning at which Dr. Paul Mort of Co
pany mine, O, dear and noble lumbia. appointed by Gov. Brann to
friend, to the unknown spaces, 1 study the educational system and
Wish no heaven for myself. I de- schools In Maine, told of his results
•Ire to fall asleep like thyself and in the State.
slumber without awakening for
Those from this town who attended
ever.’
•“ I believe,’ says another, That the services at the Cushing funeral
1n the Perhaps, In the Elsewhere home In Thomaston Friday afternoon
for which we hope, all good dogs for Rufus V. Libby of Thomaston
will await their masters, and that were Charles Libby, Mr. and Mrs.
we shall meet again.'
"Pascal's epigram, T he more I Charles Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
see of men the more I love my Borneman, Mrs. Lillian Simmons.
dog,' is a favorite tombstone legend Miss Marguerite Simmons, Hollis
In this cemetery.”
[Libby, Ansel Hilt, Miss Ruth Lennox.
_______________
1Charles Webb, Mrs. Beatrice Watts.

BRIDGE EXPERT:
"Smoking is a de
cided help (o con
centration," says
Shepard Barclay.
"I prefer Camels
because I can
smoke them stead
ily without jan
gled oerves."

PRE-M EDICAL
STUDENT.

la Turn In on lie New

CAMEL CARAVAN
unit

WALTER O'KEEFE
TU ESD A Y

W ALTER O ’KEEFE
A N N ET TE H A N SH A W
GLEN G R A Y ’S
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
T E D H U SIN G

Charles Stephens,
Jr., says: "When
I feel completely
'done in,' a Camel
quickly erases that
tired feeling. And
Camels arc a mild
er cigarette!"

TRANSPORT PILOT: "When I

TH URSDAY

9:00 P.M. F..S.T. 9:30 P.M. M.S.T
10:00 P.M. E.S.T. 8:00 P.M. M.S.T.
8:00 P.M. C.S.T. 8:30 P.M. P.S.T
9:00 P.M. C.S.T. 7:00 P.M. P.S.T.
OVER COAST-TO-COAST—WABC-COLUMBIA NETWORK

notice that 'all in* feeling, I
light up a Camel," reports
Maurice Marrs. "And the tired
ness is quickly relieved."

CAMEL’S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET O N YOUR NERVES!

guests arrived In costume, the prize
business connected with the National
CU SH IN G
NEW H A R B O R
for the w ont make-up falling to
Red Cross Society.
Kalhcryn Maloney, and for the be t
Mrs.
Kenneth
Marshall
of
Thom
Ben
Smith
is
digging
and
cement|
M’ss
Edna
M
Young
was
hostess
Frederick A. Brummitt of Borion
to Miss Edr.a Robinson, although all
has joined Mrs. Brummitt at their Friday at the November meeting of ing up a new cellar for E H. Gifford. I aston entertained the Mending Club
carried
home a souvenir of the oc
the Baptist Missionary Society.
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McFarland at her home Thursday evening, with
The I. T. Club served a baked bean have returned home after spending 27 present, principally from this casion.
Mrs. Lewis Campbell who has been
Mr-. Mildred Marshall spent F ri
supper Tuesday of last week in the a week at The Forks.
town, and a delightful evening was
[ guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs
day in Thomaston with friends.
Baptist vestry.
I F. W. Scott, has returned to Bath,
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey spent parted.
a a • •
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mashall of
N. H. Mrs. Arthur Hatch and chil
Miss Arietta Maloney ha returned Thoma ton entertained Mr. and
Inspired Speakers a t W om an’s C’lub Sunday in Damariscotta, guests of
; dren, who have also been guests of
to Waldoboro after a we k at home, Mr-. M. J. Marshall of this place
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gordon.
President's Day was observed last,
the Scot'.s, have returned to San
while wrestling with an attack of over the weekend.
Mrs. Jeanette Colby and daughter
Tuesday afternoon at the opening
ford.
grippe. She has employment at the
A. W. Maloney and sister Ella Ma
meeting of the Woman's Club. Mrs Connie are spending three weeks in
home of her brother-in-law, Percy loney were recent guests of Mr. and
, Lincoln County Pomona will meet
E. W. Nash, district director and Mrs Lynn, Mass., guests of relatives and
Moody, at the Moody cabins.
Mrs. E L. Maloney, Port Clyde
Toad Win. Verdict Over
Myra K*nnist0" ““ been at with Meenahga Grange, Nov. 13.
I S. H. Erskine, division chairman of friends.
_
. _
_ . , i Thomaston with her daughter Mrs.
Mrs.
Louville
Pottle
entertained
at
Messrs. Burton and Savage of
Harry Groves of Marblehead, child welfare and mothercraft, Maine
th e F ro g in T w o T r i c k . Maurice
Mnnrire U nrteev who hoc hwn 111 U r
Edwin Blaisdell and M. F. McFar
Lindsey who has been ill. Mr.
j Federation of Women's Clubs were land are among the lucky ones to re a Halloween party Wednesday eve Rockland are finishing the wood proj
Mass., is visiting Andrew Ka’.er.
Toads are more discriminating
ning. The decorations in all the ect on the Creighton lot. bought by
than frogs, both as to when and Lindsey also was 111 from an abscess
Mrs. Regina Hall ana Miss Mary honor guests. The new president, turn from the northern Maine woods
where they will breed, says a writer of the throat.
rooms were of the usual prevalence Mr. Bradford of Thorndike.
Mrs.
Esther
Shorey
was
in
the
chair,
In the Detroit News.
Roland Starrett, employed with a Hall of Hebron have been passing a and thanked the club members who with a deer.
of witches, black cats and all that
The scallop fisherman have s ta rt
The common frog, an authority tar crew in various places in the State few days with Mrsi William Mc
Misses Helen and Arolyn Gilbert goes to characterize that date. The ed Ihfir work in the river.
,
had
’assisted
her
in
carrying
on
the
points out, will sometimes attempt during the summer, returned home Laughlin.
several activities during the summer spent the weekend with their grand
to launch a mass of spawn upon
Saturday to Join his family for the I The 4-H Club members were de ) and fall.
mother Mrs. Harrington in South
the world as early as mid-February
lightfully entertained by the Girl
If unusually warm weather pre winter.
I t was voted to contribute to the Bristol.
About 25 members of Ivy Chapter, ■Scouts in their rooms a t the home of work being conducted by the FERA
vails, and not Infrequently when
this Is the case a sudden frost fol O.ES., attended the supper and in- ! Dr. John B. Nicholson on Halloween I nurse, Mrs. Esther Clark. Mrs. Nash Mr. and Mrs. E. A. McFarland and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Search motored
lowing shortly afterward will send spection Friday of Orient Chapter at night. The interior was charmingly
>=poke in a cordial, friendly manner to Brighton, Mass., for over the week
the breeding frogs back Into hi Union, D.D.G.M. Carrie Smith ol decorated with autumn leaves, lan
■of her work as director of the Ninth
bernation without having complet
terns, pumpkins and weird cats and District and gave intimate glimpses end. Mrs. Inez Gifford accompanied
Warren inspecting.
ed their spawning operations.
them as far as Portland where she
Those present from this town Frl- [ witches in orange and ye,low. Rev. of the New England Conference at
But the common toad Invariably
was guest of her sister Mrs. Albert
Horace
Taylor
ptke
in
an
intere
twaits until the end of March, with day at the inspection of King Hiram
Swamp'cott. In outlining her plans
the result that Its matrimonial a c  Council at Rockland included Sidney ing manner to members and guests for welfare work. Mrs. Erskine gave Brewer for several days.
tivities are never Interrupted by F. Copeland. G. Dudley Gould. George and John Redman and Prrcilla Stor- an interesting talk on a subject in The Willing Workers are to have a
sudden return to winter conditions.
er put on an entertaining puppet
whist party and dance ai their club
Unlike the more discriminating W. Walker. Niven C. Crawford. Ches show. Marjorie Colwell was general which she has been actively inter
ested for several years. Both speak house Thursday night. Everybody in
ter
B.
Hall.
C.
C.
Starrett.
Oscar
E
toad, the frog will spawn in the
first piece of water nvnllahle, which j Starrett. Fred Sathews, Alvah S. Sim chairman and was assisted by Gene ers were enthusiastically received vited.
vieve Creamer, Anne Ashworth and Mrs. Maude Clark Gay told of the
may be a lake or a rain-filled cart mons and Wesley Spear.
Mrs. Russell Brackett and son Nor
rut.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dolham Priscilla Storer. Twenty-seven wc:c | annual conference of the Federation man were guests of Mr. and Mrs. M.
The more Intelligent and deliber
in attendance.
at York Harbor and read a message
F. McFarland Friday.
ate toad embarks upon matrimony were dinner guests 8unday of Mrs.
The honor roll of the Waldoboro from Mrs. Harry Haynes Burnham,
In a very different fashion. When Hattie Clifford at Cooper's Mills.
Harold Wotton is building a new
Mrs. George Brigham entertained High School includes: Po t graduates. president o’ that organization. Mrs
fully recovered from Its five or six
months' retirement. It plods at an last night the Dorcas Circle of King's Barbara Lovejoy, two A's; under Lou’se Jackcon entertained with rock chimney.
average speed nt about a couple of Daughters.
ECORDS which dato back a
Mrs. George Gilbert and Mrs. Letgraduates. Eleanor Star.dish, three piano solos and Mrs Ruth P ratt and
hundred yards an hour toward
**■ quarter of a century listing the
The tornado I#
Mrs. Florence Gardiner and Mrs. A's; Le'ter Black. Francis Stahl. Mrs Louise Miller, duets. Mrs. Rubv tie Bailey motored to Boothbay Wed
some sequestered sheet of water
the most fre
disaster relief operations of the
Rhoda Hilton, Eileen Chapman, two Walter Miller gave a reading in which nesday.
Carrie
Smith
attended
the
Inspection
which, for some Inexplicable reaquent catastro
American Red Cross show that an
The services were much enjoyed at
Ron appeals to It as offering the of Jefferson Chapter, O.ES., a t Je f A's; Barbara Bennrt. Robert Mc the characters depicted became living
phe c a u s i n g
average of eighty major catastro
realities
to
her
audience.
A
fruit
Lain.
Avis
Maloney,
Kathleen
Simon,
Ideal home. Thither all the toads ferson last Thursday.
the Methodist Church Sunday of last
loss of life and
phes, menacing lifo and property, oc
In thp neighborhood trnvel with re
property. These
The Ann Hasseltlne Chapter of tlj.e Laura Creamer, Edith Perry. Beverly -alad. hot mils, frozen cheese cake week with Rev. Roy Moody of Bremen
cur each year In the United States.
markable directness. Most of the World Wide Guild will meet at the Richards, Ruth Rincs. Phy’lis Side- brnwnies and coffee were served tv>e pastor. It is hoped Mr. Moody will
r e m a rk a b le
The
type
of
disaster
hazard
of
traveling takes place at night, hut
p h o to g r a p h s
linger, Ruth Davis, Robert Winchen- | t-b ’e decorations of white and henna be with us all winter.
Baptist
parsonage
at
3
o'clock
T
hurs
greatest frequency Is the tornado.
Individuals are met with In the day
sh o w t h r e e
bach, one A; Annie Ellis, Ethelyn chrysanthemums. In charge of this
Red
Cross
records
show
that
these
day.
time, hopping along toward the an
Ozro McFarland of Portland Is in
stages of one of
dangerous windstorms, originating
A young people's social will be held Whitehouse, Aifreda Ellis. Marjorie successful affair were Mrs. M. Louise town to spend the winter with Mr.
nual “rendezvous."
th e se s to r m s
largely In the hills and mountains
[ Friday at the Montgomery rooms, at i Colwell, Arlienc Winchcnbach. Pau MiHer. Mrs. Isabel Labe and Mrs and Mrs. Isaac McFarland.
which struck In
of the Mlddlo West, occur most often
line Winchenbach, nothing belcw'B. j Nan Weston. The next meeting will
Oklahoma.
17.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cnadwjpk
In
the
spring
months,
but
also
may
Andrew Johnson’s Religion
Mrs. Caro Copeland entertained The junior high school honor roll b" held Nov. fi and Dean Ernes* Mar- and daughter Phyllis who have been
wreak havoc In southern .states In
Andrew Johnson has been listed
A now record for frequency of hur
include Pri'.cilla Storer. two A's; i riner of Colby College will be the
at their cottage here for the past six
as a Methodist, a Baptist and a Monday night the Help One Another
winter months.
ricanes was established during the
speaker.
Johanna
Redman.
Malcolm
Little.
Presbyterian. He, himself, said: Circle of King's Daughters.
During the past year 25 such year when the Weather Bureau re
weeks returned Wednesday to MonCharles Rowe, one A; Beat: ice Bag"As for m.v religion, It Is the doc
storms occurred. For theflrsttlme In corded 21 of these tropical cyclones.
hegan.
ley, Beverly Benner. Anne Ashworth.
trine of the Bible as taught and
decades the frequency of the tornado Five reached the United States
PORT CLYDE
Lemuel Russell of Long Cove called
practiced by Jesus Christ." But he
was equalled by another type of mainland, striking between August
Joyce Porter, Madelyn Howell. Win
on
friends
in
this
place
Tuesday.
was a restless soul. "Try as he
catastrophe—forest fires. Due to the 4 and September 16, 1933. For the
The Courier-Gazette Is now on sale field Benner, Frances Mank, all B's.
Norman Gott of New York city is
would (he) could not get on work at the Postoffice and Miss Buker will
drought stricken condition of the first time in many years one of these
Rev.
and
Mrs.
R.
L.
Sheaff
have
able terms with the religion of the also be glad to take new subscriptions
in town to spend a month with his
west, 25 grave forest fires occurred tropical disturbances caused devas
closed their summer home here and
day. It seemed to him that the
and but for the vigilance of various tation as far up the Atlantic Coast
125’ 136
The SAFE Wav to Reduce mother, Mrs. Frances Gott.
are in Portland.
preachers and pulpits were foment
agencies, Including the forest rang as Maryland. In the latter storm the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Stilphen of
ing strife and had substituted re
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey, Miss
ers, the Red Cross and the work Red Cross aided 1,564 families, of
.Lynn,
Mass.,
spent
several
days
the
venge and hate for love and char
“For 3 months I’ve used Krusehen
W IL E Y 'S C O R N E R
of the Civilian Conservation Corps, whom 1,069 were In the Chesapeake
Elsie Maunder and 17 of the local
past week as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ity." While a United States sena
vast acreage of forests would have Bay region.
teachers attended the Teachers Con Salts—I've lost 45 pounds—taken 6
The Courier-Gazette may now be
tor, while Vice President and while
been denuded by the flames.
inches off bust—3 bottles gave me E. A. McFarland.
In all, 32 states suffered some type
vention
in
Portland.
President, he went to service on obtained from Alfred Kinney who will
E. R. Morton and crew In the W.
Red Cross records show, however, of disaster during the year. The Red
splendid results.” Mrs. Carl Wilson.
Lowell
Welt
of
Portland
has
been
occasion at St. Patrick's cathedral, klso be glad to take want advertise
that the two most devastating disas Cross aided 119,000 persons In these
One-half level teaspoonful of Krus- W. Clark are in Gloucester, Mass.,
visiting his sister, Miss Annie O. Welt.
the principal Roman Catholic ments and new subscriptions.
ters of the year resulted front a hur states and expended $1,567,048 In re
fish
netting.
Mrs. Wilbur Rowell and Albert chen in hot water every morning is
church In the Capital. He always
ricane and tidal wave which struck lief to them. Of this sum $647,300
125*136
was an ardent defender of the prin
Cotton of Brewer have been recent the secret how overweight folks can Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gifford and Mr.
the Gulf Coast of Texas, taking 3fi v as appropriated from the treasury
ciple of tolerance, and more than
lives and a freak flood which washed of the national organization.
guests of Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney and reduce SAFELY and at the same time and Mrs. M. F. McFarland and son
EAST UNION
once risked his life to stand before
gain physical attractiveness. One bot Stanton have returned from a week's
down from the mountains In Los
Serious floods In Idaho, Washing
Miss
Marcia
Blaney.
Payson & Robbins general store
a mob of fanatics, fired to fever
tle lasts 4 weeks. You can get Krus- hunting trip in Stratton and FlaggAngeles County aweeping 44 persons ton and in Iowa; a malarial epidemic
Miss
Laura
Knowlton
of
Vassalchen Salts at any drug store in the
heat by sectional or sectarian pas now sells T he Courier-Gazette.
to death,
In Louisiana; typhoid In Vermont; a
1staff.
sion.
k
boro was in town last Tuesday on world.
i3 i* t r
I
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C oprrunt

X]. B o n .ld» T „ b o n i
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UNION
Mr. and Mrs Justin Ames visited
friends at Washington Wednesday.
Miss Marguerite Robbins spent the
weekend with Mrs. Orace Young.
Mrs. Carl Newbert and son Robert
passed Monday of last week with
Mrs. Miles Jones.
Mrs Addie Mitchell attended the
Teachers' Convention.
Mrs. Maud Howard has been visit
ing Miss Augusta Ross.
Mrs. Eva Sayward and Mrs. Mary
Brown have been at the Daggett farm
for a few days.
Vivian Hills went Friday to Free
port where he was joined by Mr and
Mrs. Lowell Smith and the weekend
spent in Boston.

A m e r ic a S u ffers E ig h ty T im e s E ach Y ear
F r o m M a jo r D isasters, R e d C ross R ep o rts

1J

T akes 6 Inches
Off Hips and Bust

school bug crash In Florida, which
killed eleven children; and two ex
plosions—one of oil tanks In Rhode
Island and another of a sawmill
boiler In Missouri—all required their
measures of Red Cross assistance.
An Important task undertaken by
the Disaster Relief Service of the
Red Cross during the year was de
velopment of broader preventive
measures against catastrophes,
through holding 28 training schools
In which were assembled more than
two thousand persons. They dis
cussed particular hazards of the
areas represented, and plans for
meeting calls should disaster strike.
AU of the Red Cross disaster work
Is supported through the annual roll
call, held from Armistice Day to
Thanksgiving. By joining the Red
Cross as a member every adult cltlzen participates lu this vita} humani
tarian work of relief,
__
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TH OM ASTON
Celia Flye has returned from Portland where she had private Instruc
tion in style creation by Dr. Squillace
of New York. She also attended the
beauty and style show of the Maine
Hairdressers' Association.
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BEST dry hard wood for sale. Cord
of Brunswick were guests Saturday 10 cents for three times. Six words fitted.
410 Dry slab wood $7. Kindling
make a line.
$1 15 ft HASkELL BROS.. Water 8t.
of Miss Hazel Wall.
Tel. 29-M
132*134-tf
Blanche Parker of Camden is enWHEN you are planning t o sell your
rolled as a student at night sessions [ ♦
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS Tel 8OS-J. Rockland.
131-tf
| in the Ballard Business School, tak ! »
GUERNSEY Cows for sale. FRED M.
*
ing the stenography course.

The marriage ceremony of Norman j
The November issue of (Vox. pubj lished by the inmates of the Maine
L. Wolf and Mias Harriet W. Bur
There will be a harvest supper at
State Prison, has an attractive and
Congregational Church Tuesday eve gess was celebrated Sunday at one
BUTLER. Warren, Me Tel 10-22.
seasonal cover, the front page of
133*135
[
o'clock,
at
the
home
of
the
bride
on
GLOVE, buff buckskin, lost Friday
ning at 6 p. m.
Le'.and Hawkins, Charles E. Rhodes. night
which is graced by the traditional
between Park Theatre and SouthALADDIN
LAMP
PARTS
at
all
times.
Mrs. Donald Hanley who has been Main street. Rev. H. S. Kilborn of
turkey. This is also the month which Sr.. Burton Richards and Joseph Har end. RALPH POST. 26 Suffolk St. 133*135 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
_______
131-tf
vey
of
Long
Cove
returned
Sunday
staying with Mrs. Qeorge V. Hanley, the Baptkt Church officiating, with
embraces Armistice Day. and there is
WHITE Spitz lost. Two spots on back.
TEN TON hay. Brunswick pool table.
from
a
hunting
trip
to
Whiting.
for two weeks, has returned to Scars- th , sing;e ring ceremony. They were
Answers
name
Queenle."
Reward.
an editorial by G. L. Leavitt which
30 pullets laying. 12x10 sidewall ten t lor
MRS LILLA LAWRY, 60 Crescent St.
sale. W C. BUBER Warren. Me Tel.
d a le, NT Y .
j URattended «rhe bride was dressed
Mrs. Ada Upham and son Russell
contains admirable sentiment as to
G-31
132 137
1of Hope were visitors Sunday at Mrs.
According to the Portland Press jn American Beauty silk crepe and
that anniversary.
14 FOOT row boat found at Holiday
POTATOES, turnips. 60c a bushel;
Beach, round bottom, square stern. squash,
Herald's "100 years ago" items, th e , carried White chrysanthemums and i
l'aC a pound. WILBERT
The population statistics show that [ Cora Upham s.
Plank stove In and leaking E O. PHIL- A. MANKcitron
Waldoboro, Me________ 132*134
brig Raymond built by Francis asparagus ferns. The wedding was
The R.H3. boys have begun basket BROOK & SON. 832, Main St.. City.
there were 16 commitments in Octo
133-135
THREE Jet black Cocker Spaniel pups,
Leiders for Capt. Joseph Gilchrest attended by relatives and other guests
ber and that one parole violator ball practice and prospects are good NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss beauties. Price right. One Great Dane
pup.
$2 DR SHERMAN Tel. 598-W
was commanded by Capt. Caleb to the number of thirty-one. among
for
an
exceptionally
strong
team.
of savings book numbered 2256 and the
was returned. Three inmates were
132*134
owner of said book asks for a duplicate
Levensaler. This brings to mind old- them being Mrs Martha Burgess of
dkcharsed. The total population Oct. Seven letter men have returned for In accordance with the provision of the
SLIGHTLY used 15 h. p 220 volt. 3
time Thomaston people and the class Warren. 88. the bride's relative, who
State
law
SECURITY
TRUST
CO.
play this year: Capt. Raymond Snow.
phase 60 cycle A C General Electric Mo
28 was 284.
Vlnalhaven Branch. By ENSION OTIS. tor for sale w ith starting compensator,
of vessels built by them.
received much attention. The w.edBaseball gets lets of attention in Arthur Turner, Leroy Morong. Aub Receiver. Vlnalhaven. Me., Nov. 6. 1934 lo r price inquire of LANE & BROWN.
133-T-139 Vlnalhaven. Me.
Mrs. Stcnle W. Jameson was over
132-137
ding luncheon was of variety and
the sports pages and a scare-head rey Wentworth. John Annis, L. True
night guest Thursday of Miss Harriet
FIFTY
bushel
sweet,
fine
grain
tur
' completeness. Mrs. Helen Smith
informs readers th at the irishers Speaf, Jr., and David G rant.
nips for sale all this week 79c bu.
Burgess. %
' presided over this part of the occa
Stanley Payjon has completed his
PRINCES APPLE STORE. 564 Main St.
F r e d r ic M a r c h a n d N o r m a S h e a r e r in " T h e B a r r e tts o f
copped lhe insidc gonfalon; and th at
Miss Jeannette McGrail of Dover.
133*lt
sion. assisted by Mrs. John Robin
W im p o le S tr e e t’ ’
'Cote's late season rampage gives him duties as clerk at the First National ; •
N. H.. recently visited with her aunt.
TWENTY tons cultivated hay for sale,
store
end
left
Monday
for
New
Jersey.
son. Mrs. A. L. Wolf and Mrs. Law
. . recent. .interpretation
.
,
also straw. Empire milking machine and
•Tlte Barretts of Wimpole Street, his
of Henry th., the batting crown.” His average
Mrs. George V. Hanley.
, He will be missed by patrons of the MIDDLE-AOED widow wishes position General Electric 1 h. p motor GEORGE
rence Dunn. Major interest centered
E REDMAN. Morse's Corner Thomaston.
starring Norma Shearer, will be E.ghtn.
.
Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding entertained
as housekeeper Write E. R , care of Maine__________________________131-133
i in the cutting of the wedd*ng cake shown today Wednesday and T W a U te supporting players arc equally
Gardner and Leo were also store, his genial and courteous man COURIER-GAZETTE
132-134
the H. B. Club at her cottage at
by the bride, and the finding of the (jay
ner making him a favorite with every1928 4-PASSENOER Bulck. run 15.000
Inspired and equally well cast. No ' 1
BOARD and room 47 per week Wanted miles.
Holiday Beach last Thursday. The
Oood condition. Reason for sell
or
room
with
kitchen
privileges.
Reply
five prizes it contained. The fortuing
sickness. WILL T. FULLER. PleasFor "The Barretts of Wimpole one ever danced the polka more gaily Glancing over the local pages we oneheavy rain prevented the attendance
giving telephone number. BOX 74. ant St._________________________ 132*134
I nate guests were Miss Harriet M. Street" is a brilliant production— than does the Irish lass. Maureen find ” ' t'se items:
133-135 I
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Amesbury of Brighton. Mass
of all except feur. Mrs. Weston
. PIOS. five weeks old, as large as most
Young.
Mrs Ora
Mrs Dunn' a
Mrs Stonie W Jame brilliantly conceived, written, acted.' O'Sullivan; nor looked more gallant
-----— Woodcock.
------------- .—
Our canning plant has ceased op- Gardiner and Miss Mabel Amesbury
STEADY WORK—Oood Pay Reliable I at eight weeks Why pay such prices
man wanted to call on farmers ln Knox | for pork, perhaps swill fed. when you
'harles Smith and Mrs.
Mrs Enoch Clark.
Clark son
mone^ Mi s H"’’en S
Stud'e-'
Charles
son- mon’^
.
' directed an d framed Norma Shearer J than Raloh Forbes as Captain Cook; ‘‘ration for this year. I have been ° f Thomaston were guests Saturday County
No experience or capital need-1 can have your own and know what they
ed. W rite today McNESS CO . D ept.1are fed Guernsey bull, registered, five
The annual roll call of the Baptist tum ble; K it s Bernice Henderson. and Fredric March do more than nor mere sadly resigned than t0'd that the canning this year does of Capt. and Mrs. S. H. Wall.
M Freeport. 111.
133*lt i mo old. will raise your fat quality of
Church
heart, the bridegroom, wish bone
--------- Thursday
---. evening
_ brought
_
present a tender, poetic love story: Katharine Alexander; nor flirted not compare with last year's output
Mrs Addie Russ has returned from —
' milk
FARM..31-136
Owl's
f . r t ^ T .^ 'h o ............
n e ^ ---—
^ ^ y 706P m |H
£ 5 « ln
L Mherd.
? _ Z HROSE
^ 4 L R HILL
.
together a goodly number. Absent
r ';e brlde ts the daughter of Ed- tbey actua)iy bring the Invalided more expertly than Marion Clayton Perhaps there has been some excuse a visit ln Boston and vicinity,
THOMASTON 156-4
133*135
...........fox hounds f°r sale, also full
members reported 15 by letter and 11 ward ° ' B Burgess, and a graduate E U abeth Barrett and the poet Robert Leo Carroll ar.d Ferdinand Munier for this in the fact that there was
Attendance record for the first .....................
MAN wanted to supply customers with Wooded Ouernsey bull. 20 m onths old;
loam and cow dressing w W
through resident members. Several
fhe Thomaston High Schco. and g rowing to ufe. And as the
grim, are excellent as Elizabeth's doctors some very dry weather this summer ranking period in the grammar school famous Watkins Products ln Rockland
and Camden Business established, earn- BUTLER. Rockland. Tel. 603-M 131-133
hymns were sung and prayer was by Sm.th College. She is one of Thom- uncoinp romiSing father whose dia- while Ian Wolfe and Vernon Down- and the farmers had a hard time grades, shows the following as being lr.gs average $25 weekly, pay starts iniNU-WAY oil burner for
i n onzvi
Write J R WATKINS COM- condition.
Price right A n n l v M B ?
Deacon Willis Jordan. The guest as,on s most gracious joung women, j bQiicai influence motivates the drama lng are a t home as Bevan and
making things grow. neither absent nor tardy: Grade 8. mediately
-------- 231-63 Uohnson Ave . Newark. AROLINE C OORWAIZ Z ^ O r e e n S ? .
PANY,
133*lt Thomaston. Me.
speaker was Rev. G F. Currier of the
Mr. Wolf is native of Pennsylva- ch arles Laughton turns ln a per- Octavius—the parts they created on
This year we have not been blessed Alma Annis. Orris Burns. Robert N J
129-134
WORK of any kind wanted, by capable
Rockport Baptist Church who in- ma. a graduate of that State CoUege. J fonnance which compares well with the stage —atfv.
with football teams from the outside. Cain. Vera Easton. Lenedy Fowle, woman
Sayamode-Chow pups. $7 50 each
MRS INEZ CLARK. 468 Main I f TWO
taken
a
t
once.
Boston
terrier
terested those present by calling at- was overseas with the 79th Division, j ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- but lhf jnsWp ta]ent
managed to Ethel
Dorothy Kimball. Howard Street.
131-133 ready for Christmas 111 Pleasant Stpups
GOVERNMENT
WORK
—
th
is
state.
131-133
tentlon to the changes which had and is at present ln the U. S. Coastal
CAM DFN
' Ronald Johnson arc on a gunning collect several bruises each in scrim- Kimball. Frederick Quimby. Pauline Washington.
Open to Men-Women.
GUERNSEY cows and young stock for
taken place ln the beliefs and Geodetic Survey.
_____
, trjp jn oennysv^jp
mage among themselves.
Tatham. Marion Taylor. Grace Lop- sound health, age 18-50 For free par sale.
MRS
N.
H
LITTLE.
Warren.
Me.
about examinations w rite CIVIL
practices of the people of the present
The Wolf family came to Thomas- j T-n e
of Union Veterans held I Mr and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur. Mrs
The officials have kindlv granted inna. Gladys Collins; grade 7, Eliza ticulars
SERVICE TRAINING BUREAU. Inc., care _________________________ 131*133
MODEL A. Ford motor and transmls133’ lt
time. John 12: 24 32 and 35. were ton from Pennsylvania w ithjhe Law- thetr installation ar.d Inspection Robert W. Jameson and Mrs. Belle the inmates the extra privilege ol beth Andrews. Helen Lowell. Kath- TOE COURIER-GAZETTE
BERLetter File wanted four-dmwer. ! NARD# COHEN ??otL
35 T .condition.
i Z * A^e
given as a foundation upon which to rencj Portland Cement Company.
evenlng at K nights of Gilkey motored to Bangor Saturday receiving certain delicacies during this erine Ta>'lor' Doris Tominski. Those 24,STEEL
2xl2>4xl0 inches. See PERRY a t his land
11Uson A\e. Rock131*133
office
132*134 ;
bT \ , n
r T,
, i T.hJ ?r‘da'
lrft by automoblle Pythias hall and these officers were
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhoades of season of the year. The following receiving all A s in spelling. Grade 8.
___ —. ....u wuuu BUI 1MBIC. *iu. Junks
xnFNTS CANVASSERS get our new 410 under cover 4 ft. wood 48 50 Tel.
Herbert Bean of Bethel, depart- m the late afternoon. They will be in su n ed :
Commander Dr. Howard Boston were recent guests of Mr. and eatables will be allowed: cooked meats. Robpr' Cain. Phyllis Crockett, Sidney
wholesale prices Spices, extracts, razor ; 257-3 M LOFMAN_____________129*135
ment commander of the American at Elizabeth City. North Carolina. c
£enlor vlcc commander Mrs. Charles Atkins
Rt'O and knitting yarn lor sale by
candy, pastry and nuts. No nuts in- Andrews. Dorothy Kimball, Grace blades, household Items.
quality merchandise only, s t a n u a k u manufacturer.
manufacturer. Sandies and knitting
Legion, will Install the recently elect- for a month or more, and later Mr Ro;and crc;k ett; Junior vice corn
Lopinna. Leneda Fowle. Vera Easton., pro d u cts . P O Box 140. Rockland
------------------„ . ------------------Mr and Mrs Robert W. Jameson closed in shells will be allowed.
131*133 dlr®ctlon« free. H A BARTLETT Har"
ed officers of WIlliams-Brazler Post. Wolfs business will take them to m ander. Harold Riirbrother; camp spent Sunday with their daughter. Since the first of September there Ra'P11 Marston, Ahna^ Annis. Lyle
1mony. Me. _________________ 128-139
F.orida.
council. Fred. Frohock. Wendall Page Miss Virginia Jamieson at Oak Hil! has been much speculation as to N°yes( grade 7, Doris To\ninski. Eliza-! *
A. L., Wednesday evening.
THREE upright pianos for sale, also
stS,VC3 and ranges ln good condi
Joseph Strout of Lynn. Mass is
Those present at the wedding in- Keith S Carroll; secretary. Horace Grove Seminary. Vassalboro.
what kind of pictures we will have
Andrews. Blanche Collins. On •
tion. We have large heaters suitable
the
guest
of
Mr.
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clud-’d
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father
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the
bride.
Rev.
jocselyn:
treasurer
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attending
the
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STONINGTON FUR
Elliot. He is in town because of the and Mrs. H S. Kilborn. Mrs. Helen ehanlain I exile n
mong lnose attending the Maine- lhis winter. Regardless of what they the Honor Ro11- 8th Grade, first hon
NITURE CO. Tel. 980. Rockland
chaplain. Leslie D Ames, patriotic Colby game at Orono Saturday were are we wiu be fortungte ingsmuch
ors t0
HalI with sjdney An. |
125-tf
a n ' e ^ i each'week to d™ » closc second' grade 7' ttrst'
serious accident to his father. Rev. M. sm ith, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wolf. 1instructor. John Stahl; color bearer Mr and Mrs. Walter Wadsworth. Mr tjlere wm
Miss- Bernice M. Henderson. Boston
Joseph Strout.
prohock- gulde LeOn pa;r. and Mrs Francis Bresnehan. Mrs D show us the things we are reading George Turner second. Elizabeth Anc m o d e s . Tel. 519-J f Ap& w 2? m . oiUfTiN. itockSid
. . .
. . J. Dougherty. Allie Dougherty.
-~
drews.
GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
• • • »
Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson. Boston u—_______________________________ 131-tf |
brother; press correspondent.
Harold
Mrs about.
_______________________ 26-tf
The newly formed organization of Mi's Myrtle Wolf. Miss Beatrice Bagg Pairbrother; inside guard. Wendall John Wadsworth. Mrs. John Bird and
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham I Friday
RUSHIncluding
IN Y0UR
CIDER
«'^!iE^.-.YAVE?s.. rFlne
sranulated
There has been a great change in
Nov.
23. SIMONTON'S
lne Sim
ulated
the Federated Church will serve a Miss Helen York. Rockland. Mr. and O. Page; outside guard. Fred Miss Grace Russell.
left Sunday for a visit with their son. MILL, West Rockport____________ 13a-lt' Squire s fancy le*^ smoke5 lbS *' 3,:
the tone of the prison orchestra late- Herbertand
family at Skowhegan;
KEYS! KEYS! KEYSi Keys made to J4e lb ; slack salted fish io ? lb h °niaca^
harvest supper at the Congregational Mrs John B Robinson. Mrs. Grace Crockett. Col. Frank E. Small, departAnnual meeting and supper of the ly due in part tQ the addlUon of new
Keyt made to fit all locks when r°ni and spaghetti 10 lb box 89c m it.
M Strout. Mrs. Martha F Burgess. ment organizer from Cooper's Mills. Congregational parish at th e parish :nstruments and the natural improve- and their daughter. Mrs. B Harold order.
Church Tuesday at 6 o'clock.
original keys are lost. House. Office or “ox 4149; pure or comoiund lorn a n i
Car.
Code
books provide keys for all
: fancy molns.se, 6~c gai seeded
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
H.
Dunn
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Farnham
was inspector and installing officer house Wednesday evening.
mcnt whlch
oduced Cates and family at East Vassalboro. |
V .tb o ™ b o ? h “e r "
and r»l»tns i pkg -hidT ^it mackerel ’£ a!5?
They were accompanied by Mr. and R^ lv” e*p‘ cMDe<1CRre0 Ha r d v * " meal 10
39?:'
spent the weekend with Mrs. F arn Miss Harriet M. Dunn. Edward B Members of Oeorge S. Cobb auxiliary
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Sm ith are Kcep up thp g0Qd wofk
R
Newcombe, W. G Washburn. Mrs. were invited guests Oyster stew was occupying the Ralph Berry house on nQt bp long nQw before yQu
ham's mother. Mrs. Grace Payson.
bp Mrs. Louis Cash, who returned home1Main st.. Rockland. Tel. 791
13DM J* Me.
ix,rk I S ’ Ib^natl^John^
• u*.
- - -_-__________ _
.■*—
and yellow eye beans 10 lhs 7<j/»*
Miss Bernice Henderson of Boston Leila M. Smalley. Miss Marie Singer.
8t i t
7
7b
b, ChestnUt Street dUrlng the W‘ntCr
outside, and money has been earned thata night.
heans 5 lbs. 29c; Purity salt io lbs
Murry Johnson, mate on the yacht
The Good Cheer Class of the Con- b musiCians
who came to attend the Wolf-Burgess Miss Elizabeth B. Washburn. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Thompson based on membership and distance. ~
, t -CWthe« line 39c; motor oil 2
.
i
can
rolled roofing $12r» mil*
.
wedding, returned home Sunday alt- Anna B French. Mrs. Inez F Schol- Viator, is spending a few days with gregatioml Church will meet th is 1 J ~
have returned Irom a business trip to Another banner will be given for the “*r handle- aoc, shovel- all size's 7jc
field. M is, Helen B Studley. Miss hU family In Camden.
pvpnlne with Miss Helen Rich, uooer gonT f or T J yTaV and X g X ’e r Boston.
best poster displayed in the local r o o f ^ i n t ^ T g a r M n ^ r n ^ ' S
evening with Miss Helen Rich, upper
ernoon.
Mrs. Fred Cooper who has been a church advertising the conference.
8 5 ".
i*® b.»6- 4~.85
Charles Waterman of North Haven Elm street.
An important rehearsal for the Christine Moore, Mrs. Eunice M
bbl ; 8tovers Pride $1 15 bag. *Sl90 *bbl;
has started plans for next summer
is
visiting
Capt.
Sanford
Babbidge.
Tillson.
Mrs.
Ethel
Newcomb?.
Ed
Pillsburys
Best
$1.19
bag;
Occident
officers of Grace Chapter. O I S , will
Mr and Mrs. Russell Merchant have gnd sprlng p,.om the u lk we hpar u guest for two weeks of Mrs. Ralph ’
-----------------$1.29; corn, cracked corn and meal $183:
Mountain street.
Farmers
Favorite
dairy
feed
$1.88;
More
be held Wednesday evening at Ma ward Brown.
returned from a visit in Searsport. .
„. „ ,
will be worth while to see the gar- Blakley, left Monday for her home in
Far Le«s dairy feed $1 98; Stover’s egg
Miss Jeannette Ebert left Thurs
Mrs. Millard L. Long entertained dens MXt yeaf R therp
g
sonic hall at 7.30. Drill practice first.
mash
$2.25;
More
For
Less
egg
mash
Jersey City. N J. She was accomThis newspaper office, ln the sev- day for Arlington. N. J., where she
with Nopco XX oil $2 35 Native pota
This will be the last rehearsal before
the Monday Club this week at her provement over th ,s yegr we fftU
panied by Mrs. Blakley who will visit |
toes 15c peck. 49c bushel Native Fresh
| eral departments, finds itself greatly will remain for several months.
Eggs. 39c dozen. Warehouse hours—
t inspection.
home on High strpe£_
see where and how it will be accom- friends for a month in Philadelphia.'
I regretting the withdrawal from its
Open dally until 6 p. m.. Saturday eve
T he Philathea class met at the
Today at Comique Theatre the atThe Past Chancellors' Association,
until 9 p m Deliveries anywhere
At
Portland
they
were
joined
by
Mrs.
I
Use Packaged Foods, Fresh nings
staff of Mrs. Wolf, one of its most Baptist church parlors Friday even
wanted STOVER FEED MFO. CO on
____________
K. of P.. will have annual roll call valued associates. For a period of four tng wjth Mrs. Harriet Belyea and Mrs traction is “Dames.'’ with R uby.
Florence Johnson who is also return
track
a
t 83 Park St Tel. 1200
131-133
Milk in Bottles, To Avoid
Keeler and Dick Powell; Wednesday
and supper at their rooms Wednesday years she has filled an important place Alice Burkett, hostesses,
ing to her home a t Chestnut H ill.;
A STATE LOTTERY
Contamination
and Thursday. "Down To Their Last j
at 6 p. m.
Philadelphia.
Enroute the entire [
in the daily activities of the business.
Miss Marguerite Carroll is in
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Simons of | where her services touched its many i W altham. Mass. where she will spend Yacht;" Friday. Helen Twelvetrees in Senator William Bi sett Would Thus pany wlu visit a t Danbury, Conn.
By Dr. J. Lynn Mahaffey
«
“She Was a Lady;" Saturday. Ken
Furnish Funds For The Old Age
Miss Mabel Pottle had the misfor Director, New Jersey S ta te Depart ♦
Gardiner were in town Sunday, ac- t , nd exacting details, with an assured the winter.
ment of Health
« * ♦ * * • .* * * » * * » * « •
Pen ions
tune to break her arm between the
companying their daughter-in-law Jgracp upon them and their relation to
Members of the branch of the Maynard in "Come On Tarzan."
AT 24 Crescent St., seven room house
Mrs.
Alice
Winslow
will
en
tertain;
------elbow and the shoulder, in a fall at
and grandson to town. Their son is the public to which these numerous w om an's Auxiliarv of Knox Hospital
The finest possible w ay for bac to let. flush toilet and lights. $12 per
j uP" her home on Limerock street last
month,
eve
employed on the dredger which is activities are addressed. I t is with and
are invlted t0 attend a the ladies of the Methodist Society; A s:a :e Iotter>' “ a souree
teria, harmful or otherwise, to en nings. water free. TEL. 1162-R132*134
P°rt fer the old
P™510" « * * « » Wednesday.
cleaning the channel. They will sincere reSret th at her associates note silver tea at the Bok Nurses. Home Wednesday afternoon.
te r the body is to obtain a free ride
FIVE room furnished apartm ent Also
Meeting of the Camden Board of is tbe ^ ? J « t io n of State Senator
occupy the Frank Turner bungalow this conclusion of loyal service and Tuesday at 2 o'clock when Mrs J
Chester Pascal returned Thursday , on w hat we eat. Food, without ™ I ,rn ^ hed apartm ent of same siae
^ RS,.,,E„ L BROWN. 55 Summer
Trade
at
the
Y.M.C.A.
Wednesday
at
Will,am
Bissctt
of
Portland,
a
forwhich
we
cannot
on Booker street.
follow her withdrawal with warm ex- Marsden DeShon of Portland will give
night from a business trip to Boston.
Tel. 613-R______________133-135
live, may also on oc
730. Some interesting data rfgard- mer Vinalhaven re:!d?nt.
Miss Elizabeth Strout, librarian at pressions of personal regard.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dodge, who
S
r°pm upstairs tenement to let.
a travel talk.
casion be the source PRANK BUTLER. 155 South Main St
ing the development of th e Camden
Ei£se:t iaid he * ould lntroduC3 a have been spending the summer at
Yale College, is the guest of Mrs. ■ ----------------of
our
undoing,
par
Andrew W. Jones of Camden has hills will be given.
bU1 nrovldin8 for t t e lottery when the the 'Spite House.' Beauchamp Point,
William J. Tobey. Miss Strout is the JThomaston and Mrs. Clarence Robl- returned from a weeks hunting trip
HOUSE of live rooms with bath and
ticularly if care has
.Mrs.
.
—
_ i Blood,
-a
convenes in January.
Frank
W ashington, Legislature
1
daughter of Rev. Joseph W. Strout. i shaw of Rockland.
left Friday for Philadelphia.
not been taken in its garage 64 MECHANIC ST. Tel 433-R
in Aroostook County, and with his
in entertain
. . i
The lottery scheme. Biisctt said,
will
the -n„^7i.7
Baptist
preparation.
November meeting of the D.A.R.
Mrs. Georgia Snow of South Thom
FOSS HOUSE. Heated front rooms to
family and mother Mrs. Herbert street,
, j
a
,i
r
would bs slmi-ar to one Introduced
Most food manu let. 43 up. 77 PARK ST. Tel. 330
Ladies
Society
Wednesday
afternoon.
|
“Time"
Repeated
was held at Mrs Maria Copeland's on
aston is at the home of Mrs. Minnie
Maddccks of Union, also visited
131-tf
facturers are care __________________
John Good is driving a new Chevro a year ago by the late Senator Frank Crozier for a few weeks.
Another, and even better perfor relatives, among whom we:e Mrs.
Knox street and one new member
FOUR room house to let on Donahue
D r . M a h a ffe y
ful
to
see
th
a
t
their
H
Robie
of
Westbrook
and
which
Court
68
month
FREDERICK
U.
was admitted. Miss Eleanor Seeber. a t e of "Time" was given at Watts Alfred Clarence of Glenwood, Mrs. let ambulance and service car.
•••»
products leave their WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 623-W
Charles Mirick died in Appleton though passed by the House, was
A very fine paper written by Mrs. Hall on Thursday evening. Through Alfred Philbrook, Wytcpitlock. Mrs
premises in good condition. But
Yeung People's Conference
Carrie Crockett Coldman sister of a misunderstanding, th e fact that Daniel Washburn. Brownville Junc Monday morning. He was born in klEed ln the Senate.
these clean products may become Oak and Union 1Sts.,
ower flat
the Cor
five atrooms,
bath
The
Baptist
Young
People's
Con
"We have already enacted a pen
the late Dr. G. L. Crockett of Waco. the play was to be repeated was not tion. Mrs E Horton. Guilford. They Camden, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
contaminated after that. This pos gax. electricity, furnace hot. cold water
ference of the Lincoln and Damari sibility accounts for the g reat pop- 1?™rm windows, doors, set tubs, should
sion
law
which
will
provide
a
pen
Tex., subject "Montpelier, was read ( announced last Monday evening, and found good roads and enjoyed the Mirick, and always lived here until
---------to * opprec,a"
,d Oarages for
and if scotta Association will be held at the u larity of packaged foods on the tentseen-Inquire
MRS CHARLES LEWIS.
by Mrs. C. A Creighton, and a report ( consequently the audience was not scenery of beautiful lakes ponds and a few years ago when he moved to, sion for older citizens when
„
22 Orient St.
132-tf
Rockport
church
Nov.
9
and
10.
Pro
grocers’
shelves
today.
They
are
,
,
,
,,
_.
money
becomes
available,
said
BisMusic by Russell Young, mountains, arrd had a delightful trip. Appleton. He leaves no relatives. The
of the Field Day at Brunswick was large.
,
...
SIX ROOM second door flat with bath
not touched by hands from the time
gram
for
the
two
days:
,
zsett.
"There
is
no
immed.ate
prospianist,
and
the
S?von-Tabbutttc let. adults only. Inquire LILLIAN
read by the Regent Miss Edith Len.
The funeral of Margaret Ann. funeral will be held from the Good >
131*133
Friday. 6 to 7 p. m., registration; they leave the m anufacturer until BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St
,
, vhome Wednesday
j
a
of obtaining• sufficient revenue
Seven trio added much to the enjoy- widow of Augustus Orbeton, was held funeral
fest.
at. n2. and F»*s
r
the package is opened by you.
SIX room house, furnace, lights and
7
p.
m
,
inspirational
address;
7.30,
.
,
,
u
.
to
carry
out
the
purposes
of
that
Maurice Lindsey who has been off ment of the evening. The consensus Monday afternoon from the home of burial will be in M ountain Street
garage. Rent reasonable. EVA AMES.
Freeh Milk in Bottles
» v
law. The lottery, I believe, would first discussion period; 8.30. social.
duty several davs, returned to Levi
opinion is that “Time is the ex- Roy McDermott. Chestnut street, Rev. cemetery.
This is a good reason fo r buying Tel. 1293.__________ 132*134
FURNISHED house of six rooms and
Saturday, 9.30 a. m., inspirational fresh milk in bottles instead of bath
Seavey’s store Monday.
cellent play th at New York critics W. F. Brown officiating. T he deceased
at 79 Union St to let MARY L.
Fred Thomas and son Lloyd have furnish a large amount of revenue
131-133
General Knox Chapter met Mon- Pronounce It-alm ost as good as the was born in Rockville, daughter of returned from a gunning trip at immediately and within a few years address 10. second discussion period; dipped from a can in the old fash SKAY. Tel. 961-W
NEWLY renovated three room fur
day with Mrs. Ellis Copeland.
' much-loved "Oram than which, for Amos and Irene (Tolman) Fiske. b u t! Sysladobsis Lake. They brought back would provide a fund large enough 10.45. recess; 11, third discussion pe ioned way. It is a good reason for nished
apartm ent to let. modern Impurchasing bread th a t was wrapped .
to provide a decent income for the riod followed by the lunch hour; 1.30
provements 19 WILLOW ST
133*135
Capt. Earl S tarrett with his the homefolks, nothing could surpass, had resided in Camden for the ast I two deer, one a handsome buck.
in waxed paper by the baker, crack- <
HOUSE a t 107 Broadway to let, gas,
p. m.. inspirational address; 2, fourth ers in boxes, and wrapped candy.
des?rving elder people of Maine."
staunch boat is towing the scows used and t£lat A^e£Yn Bushnell has added few years. Interment at Rockville, i
-----------------electricity, shed, garage DELIA YORK.
_________________131-133
in the dregding of the channel to the j £o b€r ' aurels with its presentation
discussion period; 2.45. business meet- One great advantage of “canned T«l 904-J.
Friends of Dr. J. Carswell, Jr., who,
W A SH IN G T O N
WILL let five rooms of my house, elec
ing; 3 p. m., fifth discussion period; goods” is the strong container
dumping ground down the river.
(
Thomaston Nurse Association
T E N A N T S H ARBO R
was recently injured in an automotricity
available
Chance to keep 50
. • • •
[ thanks all its friends for generous
,
------3.45, service of worship; 4 30, free for which protects the contents from hens, also cows. Rent 45 per month.
Fred Ludwick now sells Tne Cou
vi
»v .
u v -jj-j
i7- blle accident, will be pleased to know
GEORGE E. REDMAN. MorsC's Corner.
Mrs Fred W Barton has returned hikes and sociability; 6 p. m.. big clos- contamination indefinitely.
Rufus V. Libby
I helP About *45 wU1 ** added t0 lU I- - - _____ . . J - _________ , o.._ rier-Gazette at the postoffice.
131-133
th a t he was able to be removed Sun
Wrapping is not so important, Thomaston. Me
frem the Baptist Hospital ln Boston lng banquct with entertainment,
Services for Rufus V. Libby wh0 | treasury from the play and ,165°
131*tf
TWO MODERN six room tenements
of
course,
in
the
case
of
foods
that
day from Community Hospital to his
to let. 52-5272 Summer St. Central lo
and is having treatment at her home.
Registration fee is 25 cents. Free
died at his home on North street Oct £rom the candy.
m ust be well cooked before they are cation. Oil burners. garaKe privilege.
home on High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Pcrlely Miller mo- banquet to all registered delegates, j eaten. Cooking is a g rea t sterilizer, Apply MRS A C McLOON. 33 Orove
27. were held at the funeral home of
_ .
.
Legal
N
otices
Royce Bartlett has returned from '
,
_ , .
.,
This State mav win the membertored to Brewer Tuesday accompan- Accommodations will be furnished ; provided it is thorough. Merely St. Tel 253-M, City_____________ 129-tf
Stanley Cushing. Friday. Rev. H. S. . . .
,
t- j z,
TREASURY DFPARTNfENT. ProcureAt 49 Park S t . Rockland, lower tene
, ,
ship banner a t the Red Cross con- a gunning trip at East Machias. He
I m ent Division. Public Works Branch. led by Mrs. Miller’s mother who has thosc staying over ..ight. Anyone 1 heating food does not kill the bac ment of hvp rooms, to let, with flush
Kilbcrn of the Baptist Church, of,
,, , ^
,
’
vention in Washington next spring. brought back a deer.
Washington. D C Oct. 25. 1934 Sealed been visiting with her daughter for
te ria in it. Sterilization requires toilet, electric lights. TEL. 73. Thomwishing same shot: i notify Miss
ln dunllcate. will be publicly oppnpri
129-tf
which deceased was a member, o f - ; Nevada won it last year, with a memAmong Camden people recently Bids
boiling or baking until the food a<ton.______________
ln this office at 1 p m.. Nov. 23. 1934. two weeks. Wednesday they motored Feme Whitney, Rock.wrt.
ficiating. The bearers were Charles
of
percent fQr
stete
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. All
for
furnishing
all
labor
and
materials
is
thoroughly
“done”
inside.
motoring to Florida for the winter
modern conveniences, and garage MRS.
and performing all vmrk
ertenf!lnT' to Franklin visiting some of their
Wilson. Douglas Libby. Ernest Jones „ th ls cjty dQes
the
The addresses and t.r.ic e of worship
The use of raw foods, such as A H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave Phone 576
were the Frank Handleys who will and remodeling of the U.S.Cu.H and parishioners and returning here
________________________________
113-tf
and Donald Huntley. Interment was state may tQ0 and
banner may
P. O. at Rockland. Maine. Attention Is
will be in charge of Rev. John W. leafy vegetables and fruits, is an
sojourn in DeLand, and the William directed
to the special conditions of bid Thursday.
TENEMENT at 38 Mechanic St. to let,
in the Thomaston cemetery.
excellent
health
habit
because
of
Brush, new pastor of the First Bap
set forth In the specifications, and
electric lights, flush, reasonable rent.
I go to our delegates in 1935.
Feylers who will remain in St. Peters ding
Members of Naomi Chapter. O E.S., tist Church at Waterville. Discussion the special food elements they con Inquire 176 MAIN ST. Tel 874-W
bulletin No. 51 of the Federal Emer
Mr. Libby was born in Warren,
gency
Administration
of
Public
Works
burg.
tain. But be sure they are thor
April 8. 1876. son of Benjamin and | vinalhaven * Rockland str . co .
Executive Order No. 6646. Draw v'slted Forget-me-not Chapter in groups and their leaders are: Rev.
SIX ROOM bouse on Oak St., all mod
Edward Bagley recently returned and
oughly washed before eating them.
ings and specifications, not exceedin’? 3 South Thomaston Monday evening.
ern. to let Apply ALBERT S. PETER
Mary (Skinner) Libby. He had been Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
W.
E.
Mesler
of
Morrill
on
"Relation
sets, may be obtained nt th is office ln the
Stonineton. Isle an Haul, Swan's
Many of the raw fru its recommend SON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
131-tf
from a gunning trip with a deer.
discretion of the assistant director of
C E. Wheeler is having a stone of Young People to their Homes and ed by nutrition experts come “pack
a resident of Thomaston 21 years,
Island and Frenchboro
AT 14 Summer St., unfurnished apart
Mrs. Maude Robinson has returned procurement, public works Branch, by piatferm built in front of his store.
Effective
Sept.
15,
1931
with a previous residence in Waldo
.
. .. ... .
any general contractor, and provided
Parents;" Rev. W. F. 3rown of Cam aged” by nature—oranges, bananas, ment to let Delco heat. bath, garage
(Subject to Change W ithout Notice)
to Boston after a visit with her mother deposit of 415
00 Is
is made for eac
$15.00
each set to
Golden Ho dChapter of Rockland den, “Relation of Young People to etc. If apples, pears and such fruits Apply P SUMMER ST., left hand bell
boro. He was employed as teamster
assure
Its
nromnt
return.
One
set
will
Eastern Standard Time
______________________
120-tf
Mrs. E. E. Rokes, High strfcet.
be lurnlshed Builders' Exchanges. Cham visited Naomi Chapter Friday eve
are eaten “peels and all,” be sure
a t the State Prison and it was while Rend Down
Read Up
MY HOME to let. with or without
the
Opposite
Sex
"
Rev.
C.
D.
Tripp
of
bers
of
Commerce
or
other
organiza
Clarence Stratton and Ernest
Dally
Dally. Tuesday
they are thoroughly washed to re lease all modern, steam heat, loll burn
ning. Grace Chapter of Thomaston
a t work ln the woods he was badlv Tuesday.
Thursday. Ex
Ex. Thur-dnv Thompson are on a gunning trip ln tions who will guarantee to make them
rent reasonable Apply on premises.
available for any subcontractor or ma and Forget-me-not of South Thom- Lisbon Falls, "Young People and Life move dirt and spray materials, er).
iniured
several
years
ago
by
the
Saturdays.
Sundays
Sundays,
Saturdays
MRS. J. D. AKERS. 38 Limerock St
UljUICU o
z
O
J
AM P M
»»»»««
terial firm Interested, and to a u an tttv ,
Work;" Prof. L. Q. Haynes,Colby Col traces of which sometimes remain. ___________________ .
131-tf
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p
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Hancock
County.
surveyors,
provided
a
deposit
of
$i5oo;
aston
were
also
represented
A
six
horses running away, and never fully *4 30. 1 30 Lv Rockland
Ar. 9 30 5.30
This is the fourth of a series of
MODERN tenement at 157 Talbot Ave
Is madeoffered
to assure
Its promnt
return
o'clock
viinncr
wn.5
served O
n ee cc aa nn -- lege, "Young People and Philosophy
Charles Webb of W arren was guest Checks
Lv. Vlnalhaven
8 15
as
deposits
m
ust
be
made
OC1OCK
su
p
p
e
r
was
served,
u
n
Tel.
568-W.
OVERNESS
SARKESIAN
'
recovered from the injuries received. 5 45. 2345
30 Lv. North Haven
7 25. 4 20
articles on health and cleanliness
of Life."
_____________________ 118-tf
6 25. 3 10 Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles At navahie to the order of the Trca itrer of didate was initiated, and a program
He is survived by his wife, a son 7 05, 4 40 Lv. Stonington
prepared
for
this
paper.
Read
the U. S. Cash deposits will not be ac, , , ,,
,
, ,,
8 15 6 00 Lv Swan's Island
5 30. 2 00* kins.
THE SHEPHERD house to let 14
A banner will be awarded the so about the care of m ilk in Dr. Ma Berkeley
repted. w e Reynolds . Arristant was presented at the close of the
Douglas Libby of Springfield. Mass., • Discontinued September 29. 1934
St Apply to MRS. A E SHEPDirector of Procurement. Public Works
B.
H.
STINSON,
Agont.
Oscar
Bridges,
Louis
Bridges
and
ciety
making
the
best
percentage
BERD'
23 Myrtle St., or A. S. BAKER.
haffey's next article.
two daughters Wilma Libby of
Branch.
130-T-136 m e e u n »406 Mala St.
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LO ST AND FO U N D

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Care of Food Is
Most Important

TO LET
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BIRD-LAWRENCE

• • • G-E short *wave receiver
replaces old ra d io models . . . .

An autumn wedding of beauty a n d '
' simplicity took place Saturday eve! ning at 6 at the Congregational
Church, joining in marriage Ruth.
Nowl You can enjoy radio reception of exceptional
'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
quality—a t a very reasonable cost.
Allan Lawrence, ar.d Theodore Sid
This new console model b rin g s in all standard Amer
ney Bird, both of this city There
In addition to personal notes regard- ] Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot I
ican broadcasts, police calls, aviation and am ateur
lng departures and arrivals, this depart- .
.
.
»»-- n r
were 100 bidden guests. Decorations
ment especially desires Information of Who have been guests of Mrs. C. E.
transm issions as well as th e m ost im portant channels
! featured a green background against j
social happenings parties musicals, etc. McIntyre, Camden, left Sunday for
of foreign a n d domestic short-wave stations.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
J
’
1
which white tapers and effective ar- !
gladly received.
Hyannis, Mass., stopping for the day i
Here is value you can’t afford to pass up. See it . . .
TELEPHONE __
| rangsments of white chrysanthe
770 or 794
Mr an(j Mrs Harris Woodman
Hear i t . . . Own it!
mums formed an exquisite setting for
in Winthrop. Mr. and Mrs. Lightfoot
Mrs. J. Marden doShon of Port
i the bridal party.
shortly leave for the south.
Model M -56 .... Only $59.56
la n d who comes to be guest speaker at
Rev. Walter 8. Rounds of Cam
the silver tea being given this after
bridge. Mass., former pastor of the
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blackington j
noon at the Bok Home for Nurses by
Ccrgre-atior.al Church, officiated. |
and daughter. Miss Gertrude, motored
the Woman's Auxiliary of Knox
and the bride was given in marriage
to Crono Sunday accompanied by
Hospital, will be guest of Mr. and Miss Lee Blackington returning to!
by her father. Her attendant was her
Mrs. M. It Pillsbury, while in the
^ister. Mrs. D. Joseph Doyle of Bath,
•Model M-56 . . . A stand
University of Maine after the week- [
city.
and Mr. Bird had as his groomsman
ard and short-wave superer.d at home.
Frederick H. Bird of Winchester.
h e te r o d y n e . D y n a m ic
Miss Ruth Davis is guest of Mr.
L o u d s p e a k e r . T u n in g
Mass., his brother. The ushers were
Kenneth Dailey is visiting his aur.t
and Mrs. Ralph W. Richards In 1
Range 540 to 1800 Kc. and
Frank Howe of Boston and James
Mrs. Sada Robbins in Vlnalhaven.
Waterville for the week.
5600 to 18000 Kc. Tone
Emery Trafton. The bridal march
Control. Dual-ratio Tun
was played by Ernest S. Your.g of
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rokes spent
J. F a m ily - ai'zo EASY
ing Control. Automatic
fMrs. Nettie Witherspoon of North
Boston, with Incidental music by Mrs.
W asher o f standard
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Volume Control. Square
E A S Y qualityconstruo■Haven is with Miss Minnie Smith,
Faith
GBerry.
ert Campbell In Lewiston. On their
tio n
Airplane-type Dial. Cabi
Spring street, for the winter.
2 E A SY Wringer w ith
The bride’s gown was a beautiful
return they were accompanied- by Mrs
b a llo o n • type wringer
net: Large Console. Twocreation of ivory transparent velvet. I
ro lls
tone w alnut veneer. Neo
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot of Port Rokes' mother, Mrs. Eugene M. Clark,
3
EASY lronet th a t
princess model, worn with tulle veil
for
a
visit.
a tta c h e s toyout washer
classic
design.
land arc spending a few days with
—f u l l site 26 ‘ roll, open
having a velvet cap and orange b io s-!
an d , fingertip contror
Mrs. David Talbot.
•Install a G-E ALL-WAVE
soms. She carried white chrysanthe- j
—a l l EA SY standards
Mrs. Jane Bird was hostess to the
o f easy and troubleAntenna for superior re
mums. Mrs. Doyle's gown was of
fre e operation.
Mrs. Ambrose Mills has returned Coreas Club yesterday afternoon.
ception.
spider
web
powder
blue
lace,
and
her
(
from a visit of several weeks with
flowers were orchids.
Woman's Association of tne Con
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Mills in Boston.
A sk for a D e m o n s tr a tio n
An informal reception was held at
gregational Church meets Wednesday
at ou r S to r e or in y o u r
the
close of the ceremony, the bridal •
at
5;
supper
at
6.
Important
business
Mrs. Lucia Burpee of Portland is
o w n H o m e . C o m e in . . .
party then repairing to the home o f 1
guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy. necessitates full attendance.
TODAY!
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence
Richard Bird and Miss Clemice
where a small bridal supper w a s'
Richard Stoddard and Almon B
Ml!
Cooper Jr. were home from University Blackington motored to Orono for
served to members of the immediate
of Maine Sunday.
the game Saturday, and on their re
families and close friends. A m idst'
[ merrymaking and pranks the young
turn were accompanied by Miss Lee
A jolly houseparty with bunking Blackington who spent the weekend
couple made their escape bound for I
AUTHORIZED GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALERS
quarters divided between the Crescent at home.
a
week's wedding trip, the bride wear442 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 721
Beach cottage of Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
j lng hat. dress and coat of brown,
St. Clair and the Grove street resi
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace M. Little mo
with matching accessories. On their
dence of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, tored to Bangor Monday.
[
Mrs. Alice Angel and Mrs. Cor return they will reside at 3 Lindsey'
Mrs. Lelia Benner had as weekend
over the weekend, comprised Mr. and
delia
Ward entertained Mrs. Jennie street.
guests
Mr
and
Mrs.
William
Gould
have offered ycu bargains
Mrs. A. J. Huston entertained sevMrs Austin St. Clair and son Francis
The bride is a graduate of Rock
of Farmington and Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Sunday at luncheon, the oc
w raanvw . Mr. and Mrs. Irving eral friends informally at tea Wedof Westbrook;
in hom e laundry equipm ent before—b u t N E V E R such a s u p e r - b a r g a in
casion being the birthday of Mrs. land High School and of the Eastman
Pettingell Mrs. W. A. Holman and , nesday afternoon of last week at her John Savage’ of Farnungion.
Stewart, who was 85 years old, also School of Music '32. She is an ac
as this! A new facto ry • guaranteed EA SY W asher with an EASY
Mrs. Clara St. Clair, of Portland; Mr. [ home in Portland, complimenting
The Woman's Foreign Missionary the wedding anniversary of Mrs. complished musician and is a member
nd Mrs. Fred Leach and daughter j Mrs. Charles Rose, who, with Mr.
W ringer—p l u s a new EA SY Ironer— all brand-new (still packed in the
of
the
Rubinstein
Club,
also
of
the
of the Methodist church meets Ward.. A birthday cake and several
Zirginia, Mr. and Mrs. Stoddard Rose, had been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Delta
Omicron
Sorority.
Last
year
Thursday afternoon at the home of gifts were presented Mrs. Stewart
original factory crates)— and all for a price so low you would expect to
Capt. and Mrs. J A. Stevens and Ralph A. Bramhall of Baxter Boule- Mrs. Edith Tweedie for relief sewing.
These present were Mrs. Maude she ac'ed as supervisor of music of
daughter Katherine. All meals were | vard
p ay more foi the w asher alone!
Between 5 and 6 a hot lunch will be Messer, and daughter Irma. Mrs. Cor the public schools of Rockport with
a t the St. Clair cottage, and for
marked
succes.
A public card party is to be given ; served, and the evening meeting will delia Ward and Mrs. Mary Ripley
Saturday supper Dr. and Mrs. Charles at the Bok Home for Nurses Thurs- ! be in charge of Mrs. Ivy Chatto and
Mr. Bird, the younger son of Mr.
Leach of Tenants Harbor joined the
S E E T H IS B A R G A IN O F F E R B E F O R E Y O U R N E X 1 W A S H D A Y !
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G
D.
Gould
of
Warand
Mrs. Henry B. Bird, is also a
day for the benefit of the Citizens her group.
group.
'
ren were dinner guests Saturday of sraduate of Rockland High, and also
Civic Committee, play to begin at 2 1
------Hebron Academy and Northeastern
Mrs. Ellery Nelson left Monday for and 8 respectively. There will be
Mrs. Palmer Pease and Mrs To.vo Mrs. Carrie Waltz.
_____
University.
He is a member of the
a two weeks’ visit in New York, guest i tables for auction and contract, and Heline entertained at bridge and
Robert Russell spent the weekend Rotary Club, and is associated in
of Mrs David Preston.
j reservations may be arranged with . late lunch Thursday night at the
_____
I Miss Ellen Daly at the Hospital or former's home, honors falling to Mrs. at his former heme in Orono, and business with his father in the Mewitnessed the Maine-Colby football domak Canning Co.
Benedict Winchcnbaugh spent the Mrs. John H. Flanagan. Miss Mad- Austin P atch of Thomasiton. Mrt
, Both Mr. and Mrs. Bird are popu
George Clark and Mrs. Earle Mac- game
weekend visiting relatives in Spring- lene Rogers is in charge of tickets.
lar members of the younger social set. i
Williams.
Other
guests
were
Mrs.
'lleld, Mass.
Miss
Elizabeth
Philbrook
of
Brookand a host of P°°d wishes accompany
Mrs. Alfred F. Pillsbury of Minne- j Raymond Ludwig. Mrs. Evelyn W hite
line, well-known here, a student at
into their married life. The
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and Mr. and [ apolis arrives today to be guest Of j and Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe.
University of Maine, has been award- wealth of presents bespeaks the popuMrs. John Durrell motored to Port-1 Miss Marcia Farwell for a few days,
land Sunday to meet Miss Corinne
The Missionary Circle of the First ed the Elizabeth Abbott Bilentine Parity cf the young couple,
Ruth Oberton, Rockport; Eleanor
Miss Madelyn Rubenstein and Har Baptist Church meets Wednesday at scholarship, given each year to a !
Among out of town guests w ere'
White of Boston coming to spend two
! Mr s Ernest S Young and son. Ernest
Bums. Union; and Marion Miller,
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth old Fisher, of Brookline, were in the 2:30 in th e church parlors. Take member of the sophomore class.
G O R H A M NORM AI
' Thcmaston.
_____
| S. Young, Frank Howe and Herbert
city Sunday.
Miss Rubenstein's mite boxes.
(By Mabel Esancy)
Get at the real cause. That's what
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Treat and i father. David Rubenstein, has closed j
a a a •
Elmer Bowen and Sidney Shafter, Smith of Boston; Mr. and Mrs. F re d -1
thousands of stomach sufferers are
three children of Winterport were j his antique business, and returns to
Miss Margaret Nutt. Miss Charlotte who have been spending a few days rr^c^ H. Bird of Winchester. Mass ;
This week marks the end of fall doing now. Instead of trying to patch
guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs.I Brookline soon for the winter.
Dyer. Miss Mattie Dyer, and Mr. and with Charles L. Bowen at Isle au Mr. and Mrs H. N McDougall Mr
Nearly all the members of the girls sports Honors were given in up a poor digestion, they are attack
ing the real cause of the ailm entWilliam Ellingwocd.
ar.d Mrs. Joseph H, Day and Law student body took advantage of the
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams motored to Haut have returned to school.
chapel Nov. 3 to several girls who clogged intestines or constipation.
_____
There will be circle supper at the
rence
Day
of
Portland;
Mr
and
Mrs.
Portland Tuesday.
opportunity to attend the State earned them in either field Hockey or
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and Mrs. | Methodist vestry Wednesday at 6,
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Sprague of
Joseph Doyle and Miss Clarabell Teachers Convention in Portland. Archery.
the intestines in a soothing, healing
Bernice
Nutt,
Eleanor
p. E. Davies are to entertain th e , with Class 26 in charge. Mrs. Minnie Austin J. Moody of the Highland; Owl's Head were among those who at- Qu r'4 of Bath: Miss Lois Hagerman
way. When the bowels are |x.-rforming
The Girls Glee Club sang three Bums, and Katherine True earned their natural functions, people rarely
U FA . Club Wednesday at picnic j Miles, chairman.
Waldoboro: Miss Fannie Miller of selections and a male quartet sang honors in these sports.
is recovering from blood poison in tended the Maine-Colby game Satursuffer from indigestion and stomach
dinner at the home of Mrs. Davies.!
-----—
day.
_
Friendship; Miss Phyllis Marble of at the same session.
troubles.
South Main street.
} Mrs. Ann Snow goes to Woodfords his right arm.
_____
i Worcester. Mass.; and Mrs. Florence
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue
• aa•
_____
- today to attend a meeting of the deOne American out of every five was poor appetite, a lazy, don't-care feel
E. R. Veazie and Charles C. Wotton
Mrs. Clara M. Maker left Satuiday Smaltz of Philadelphia.
New members have been pledged helped by the Red Cross in the last
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall of \ partm ent
executive
committee.
ing, no ambition or energy, trouble
attended the Maine-Colby game for Worcester. Mass., to spend t h
e
-----------------with undigested foods? Try Olive
to the fraternities and the process of five years of drought, disaster, unem
Portland coming for the Bird-Law- American Legion Auxiliary, in the
winter with her son, J. C. Tolman. ' Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ames leave for initiation is now well under way.
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
rcnce wedding on Saturday were ! afternoon, and the reception to be j Saturdayployment,
and
increased
needs
of
ex Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are a
------their home on Matinlcus Tuesday
guessts for the weekend of Mr. and ! tendered at night to Mrs. Grace A.
Clarence Waterman of North Haven service men. At least one American
purely vegetable compound. Know
The
Auxiliary
of
Canton
Lafayette
Lester
Plummer
and
Paul
Wallis
after
sending
a
week
with
Mr.
and
Mrs. Marcus Chandler in Camden. I sthen, department president, at the
them by their olive color. They do
will become a member of the Alpha out of every five ought to pay the
the work without griping, cramps or
On their return Sunday they were I cham ber of Commerce rooms. Port- [ will hold its inspection Wednesday were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. E. H. Cameron. Pleasant street. Lambda Beta Fraternity1. Stanlpy dollar membership fee in the annual
pain. All druggists. 15c, 30c and 60c.
[evening preceded by supper a t 6:30. Willard Sewall in Brunswick.
-----------------accompanied by Mrs. Fred True who land.
Gay of Rockland will become a mem Roll Call which begins on ArmLstlce
Take one or two at bedtime for
Associate president. Nancy Flint, of
-------D ia ster relief is recognized everyhad been visiting a t her former Rock
ber of the Lamba Pi Sigma
Day.
quick relief.
Misses
Mary
Wasgatt
and
Corice
where
as
the
responsibility
of
the
Old
Town
will
be
present.
Mrs I. W. Fifield of Vinalhaven a r
land home on Ulmer street.
• •a•
Thomas leave teday by motor, to be American Red Cross. Communities
rives tomorrow to be guest of Mr. and
Lamba
Pi
Sigma
gave a banquet
Mrs. Edward Byron and Mrs. Mrs. Orrin F. Smith while serving on [ H. L. Seavey of Brewer is spending joined in Augusta by Miss Dorothy which were afflicted in past years,
for
both
its
present
and prospective
[ the week with his son, William A Snow, for a week's trip to Boston and ! thoce which may be stricken in 1935.
Kenneth Sanborn, of Augusta, were the jury.
TODAY-WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
members. Stanley Gay. Rockland is
vicinity.
They
will
also
visit
Miss,
recognize
the
need
for
funds
for
the
[
Seavey,
Jam
es
street.
guests for a few days last week of
a
prospective
member.
I
Eleanor Snow and Miss Martha Was- great rehabilitation program of the
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Nelson have
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone.
• • »•
leased an apartment from Mrs. E. G. | Wawenock Club had picnic supper gatt in White Plains, N. Y. Before Red Cross. Your membership dollar
Recent
guests
of Mary Sleeper,
and social evening last night with returning they will see the Harvard- will give you a part In the work.
Mrs. George W. Gay was hostess Ludwig. North Main stret.
South
Thcmaston,
were Mrs. Patch,
Army
game
Saturday.
_____
i Mrs. Evelyn Snow, Thomaston. Monto the Thimble Club for covered dish
Eldrid Fateh of Friendship. Jessie
Miss Madeline Trundy has entered day's meeting will toe omitted owing
supper last night.
WED.-THURS.
Junior League met Sunday evening
Sleeper of South Thomaston.
the employ of Mrs. Edward (Cross, \ to Armistice Day.
• • • a
at the home of Mrs. Esther Berman.
W. A. Holman of Portland Is Maverick street.
HER BEAUTY W A S
Joan
Berman
and
Miss
Anna
Greer,
convalescing from an attack of
Mabel Esancv of Union was the
Miss Lenore Benner. Mrs. Ruth
DANGEROUS . . .
Miss Kay Haskell and Miss Grace Hary and Mrs. Gladys H arjula won gave readings and Harry Hirsch of
grippe.
guest of Miss Helen Starling of 123
Cunningham spent the weekend with bridge honors when Miss Martha Providence was guest speaker. Mrs.
Love she longed for, ln
Pleasant avenue Woodfords, during
to m en...to herself!
Miss Corinne White of Boston is friends in Oldtown.
dark Wimpole Street
the Teachera Convention and the
Burkett entertained the H.W. Club Jack Briggs was a special guest. Plans
guest of her sister, Mrs. R. C. Went
were discussed for a play to be pre
. . . and love came to
following weekend. Rebecca Miller"
last evening.
Mrs. Nelo Lofman is spending the
worth, Broadway, for two weeks.
sented shortly.
her—bringing sunshine
of Tenant's Harbor also visited
week with Mrs. Toivo Helene, AdWilbur Cross, Kenneth Spear and
and life . . . Your heart
friends in Portland over the weekend.
Rubinstein Club meets Friday monten avenue.
Chapin Class meets tonight with
Clifton Cross left Saturday for a
a a • a
will sing with joy as
evening a t the Universalilt vestry,
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper, Limerock
you see the glorious stars
week's hunting at Nlcacouse.
Members
of
the
faculty
were
given
Miss Emma Pierce and Miss Louise
the program to he on “The Music of
street.
of “Smilin' T hru” por
a Progressive Halloween party Oct.
Old and New Russia". For Old Fields motored to Lincoln Sunday.
Mrs. Altena Thompson entertained
tray this thrilling ro
31.
The
hosts
and
hostesses
were;
Mrs. G. M. Derry will be chairman
Russia Miss Caroline Littlefield will
the D &F. Club at cards last evening.
mantic drama.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hayden
Anderson,
Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Al.
Plourd.
who
have
be chairman, her paper to be illus
Mrs. Raymond Cross, Mrs. Herbert of Circle supper at the Congrega
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Siley.
Mr
and
trated by folk songs by Mrs. Evelyn been a t the beach for the summer, Kalloch and Mrs. Louis C oltart won tional vestry Wednesday.
Mrs. Clifford Wieden and Mr. and
White and Mrs. Gladys Morgan, and have returned to Rockland.
j honors.
Mrs. Everett Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Freeman and
a dance by Mrs Elisc Allen Corner,
Mrs. H. Stearns has returned to
a • a •
in costume; the New Russia with a
Julia A. Barker of Augusta is th? sen Richard are in Boston for the
Lubec for the winter months.
week,
guests
of
Mrs.
H.
E.
Beverage.
Elizabeth
Dodge
of Camden spent ]
paper by Mrs. Irene Walker and il
guest of Mrs. Edwin Clark, 10 Broad
ccveral days In Boston last week, the
fy'llit'uc
lustrations by Mrs. Damie Gardiner
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood street"
The directors of the Home for Aged
guest of her aunt, Miss Martha
' and Mrs. Lydia Storer ln songs, a had as dinner guests Saturday night
Women will hold an important meet
Knight.
Clarence Waterman of
The Fourth Council meeting. Depiano duo by Miss Margaret Stahl Mr. and Mrs. Jdhn G attl (Avis LoveA FOX Picture with
ing Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
North
Haven
also visited in Boston
C£a\.fu
and Miss Clemice Blackington, read Joy) of Worcester. Mass., Mr. and partm ent ° f Maine. United Spanish Frank W. Fuller.
over the weekend.
SPENCER TRACY
ings by Mrs. Ethel Sezak, and a Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy and daughter
Veterans was held a t legion
chorus under the direction of Mrs. Priscilla. A wedding cake in honor' ha” S“ nday' wlth g00d attendance
Browne Cl'ub had picnic supper
KETTI GALLIAN
Several former Gorham Normal j
Faith G. Berry. This will not be a of the young newlyweds occupied a of both camp and auxiliary members Friday at the home of Mrs. Alice
NED S P A R K S
students came to visit Gorham over j
guest program, but non-members prominent place in table decorations. After the meeting about 50 sat down Karl, with 12 members present. Bas
HELEN MORGAN
the recent Teachers Convention, Miss
may attend by paying the usual fee. Mr. and Mrs. Gattl who have been to supper furnished by Mr. and Mrs ket goodies augmented by hot coffee
SIEGFRIED RUMANN
M. S. Dick, with H. W. Thorndike and and candles were furnished by Mrs.
Marilyn Hooper of Camden, Miss [
LESLIE FENTON
spending a few days with Mrs. Gattl's ,
Fur coats lined and repaired.
„
.
.
, ,, Horace Vose of Ralph Ulmer Camp Karl,
Wlnnifred Lamb of Lincolnville; '
Two other members joined
ARTHUR BYRON
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lovejoy, left i
.
Mrs. C. H. Merrifield. 362 Main St. , ,
, ,
.... ,
. i acting as assistants.
Miss. Gertrude Vinal. Vinalhaven
the
group
for
evening
work
on
the
JAY
(
.
FlIPPEN
Monday to visit Mr. G attl’s home in j
94-tf
and Miss Helen Orcutt were some of
£ STEPIN FETCHIT
Worcester, then going on to Gary, j------------------------------------------------- Christmas box for Porto Rico. ?
those th a t came back to visit their
special
meeting
has
been
called
for
Clothing, vegetables, shoes, foods of Ind., where they will make their
TODAY
Alma Mater.
Thursday evening at the home of
GEORGE M. COHAN in
any kind or any useful articles that hotne.
• ■• a
“GAMBLING"
Mrs. Helen Palmer, Knox street,
people wish to donate to the Citizens'
The
following
pccp’.e were week
Shows, 2.00, 630, 8.30
Civic Committee should be left at the
Special this week. Fitch's Shamwith Mrs. Helen Bray as assisting
Teacher of Piano
Continuous Saturday
end
guests
at
their
homes; Helen
city store, next door west of the police ’ poo. nine cents per bottle. Corner
hostess. The next regular meeting [
2.00 to 10.30
Stone, Camden, Katherine True,
^station in the city building, Spring j Drug Store Inc.. Cor. Main and Lime- 22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME will be Nov. 16. at the home of Mrs. j
TEL. 639-W
Hope,
Bernice
Nutt;
West
Rockport,
street.
127*135 ' rock streets.—adv.
Margaret Gregory, Glencove.
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P a g e Eight

CENTRALIZATION OF SCHOOLS
e-193

(Continued from Page One'
maintain schools, and brought out
------------------------------------------------- the point that the m atter Is thrown
Teachers sa’aries have been flras- back fr;m time to time into the
tically and unrea onab y reduced, so hards of the people, which* has come '
th a t apprcxm.a e.y 25 per cent of abcut now. Dr Mort also out.ined
the teachers In Maine are teach.r.g so;nf 0( t)->e condition5 found, and
a t a wage much less th an that pa.d jn ad<j;tion touched upon some of '
to unskilled labor. Some are be.ng
waste points di covered, in su- j
paid as low as $10 a w ek. and that perVision. in the ma.menance of 1
is not a "salary,” Dr. Packard as s n a ”. rural schools, and other Item5, i
serted. No group of c.tizers in the yet with such waste only represent
State of Maine has done more pal: i- ing eight per cent of actual schcoi
otic service than our teachers was ec ts. He pointed cut th at half as
THE DYING KING, Alexander I, of Yugoslavia
another emphasized remark. Teach- muCb money is pent oa education as
shown as he drew his last breath in the car in which
ers cannot go on in their work at on tobacco. The great ircrease in
he was assassinated in Marseilles, France. A friend
such low wages; they will seek ether school costs si* ce 1910 is due largely
B R U N O R I C H A R D supports the head of the dying Monarch,, while
type of employment. Our young to the inc ea ed numb r of h.gh
HAUPTMANN — An un another, his hand stained with the King’s blood,
HOW ARD CHANDLER CHRISTY, celebrated artist, was usual character study of strokes his cheek. Alexander set his teeth and
folks will rot be indue d to go to
students
so enthusiastic about the Camp Fire Girls’ National Hobby the kidnaping and mur smiled, just as he died. This picture, taken in the
normal chools and colleges, fcr there
Show, recently held in New York City, that he agreed to der suspect in the Lind King’s car, Is in many respects the most remarkable
Dr Mort reviewed the forthcoming
sketch the winner, Shirley Martens (left) of New York, bergh case. Taken just as film document ever recorded. (Copyright—Hesrst
will be r.o incentive to seek higher
printed school survey, a complete re
and to give her the sketch as first prize. Ru*h Nichols, he lost his fight against lietrotone News.)
education if it is to result in teach port of which will be p aced’ in the
famous flyer, former Camp Fire Girl and Chairman of the extradition to New Jersey
[
ing at $10 a week.
Hobby Show, looks on.
public lib ariES, with school super- i
where he will face a
In Maine, educational expend!- jn te n d 'n ts ard other in.ividua'.
m urder charve.
tures have been reduced approxi Th? full report will contain 273;
mately 25 per cent since 1930-31. pages, but a mailer dition Fas '
This could not be done without seri been worked out containing the gist i
ously impairing the educational cp- of the matter. Ke recommends that
portunlt.es offered to our young peo- group; of people get together ar.-_ I
pie. In this country du:ir.g the past study and di-cuss this report. Epeak. '
year we have spent twice as much ers (0 more fuuy explain the find ron . cn-necessities in three or four a -.j recommendations will be ava:la- i
•uch items a t tobacao. soft dr.nks.
fiom the State House if asked
c sme;lc$ a d pleature automobiles fOr The r port is d;vided into secLANNY ROSS, celebrated tenor, and hii
as on edu;a ion, which goes to show tions. such as co t '.eve's, economy
first microphone “find” — Betty Borden,
that we have taken on a distort;d normal schools, a alyses of the p:e - |
Hollywood society girl. Having achieved a
,ense of va.ues. Ma.ne has never ent st;ucture of the financial sltua- ;
place in the sun, Lanny is now anxious to
be;n 1 ;?h in expenditures for ichoo.s to n . ete. Among the recctntnendt
help others who have talent and pluck. Miss
Borden appeared recently on Lanny'a Log
in comparison with other states. In t|ons offered was the centralization
Cabin program, a Wednesday evening half1930-31 according to the Federal re- 0[ schools, thus doing away with so
hour devoted chiefly to music.
report Maine occupied the 37th place many small rural schools; an average
among the 48 states in the matter Co t level around $27 Instead qf vsriHEARING PETER RABBIT
of educat.onal expnditure
ba ed Ous cost levels rar -’ng from $45 to
through the Talking Book, a
special phonograph using longon teachrrs' sa.aries. Only one State g u - the maintenance of fewer r.or- I
W;
playing disc records, combined
north of the Ma on and Dixon Line
schools; and more equitable
with a radio and made especial
is lower in this respect than Maine, taxation.
ly for the blind. An entire novel
is recorded on a dozen discs.
and that is North Dakota.
I AIthou?h Dr Mor,.; a(Wress was
T he perfect w in ter overcoat, skilfully tailored.
The American Foundation for
Dr. Packard stressed some of the , far frcm lengthy the hour had got- i
the Blind, 125 East 46th St.,
F its like a million dollars. V arm a n d com fort
points which the urvey had .earned ten ]a.e 5 fOre the end was reached
New York City, which dis
able. Takes the w eight off y o u r shoulders.
tributes the Talking Book read
—the curtailment in school after finding the audiene? so weary that '
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mar.ua. training, phy ical educaticn dwindled, even though many had
K A ISER ’S GREAT GRAND get Talking Book reading ma
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SON, shown in the arms of his chines into the hands of as many
and athletit^; overcrowded school come to the meeting with full in
grandfather, the former Crown blind people as possible by CALIFORNIA CAPTURES GREAT EASTERN SKEET CHAM
rooms; schcoi years cut four and tention of discussing the problem
Prince of Germany, whose eld Christmas. The Library of Con P IO N SH IP. Eltinge F. Warner, publisher, presents Field & Stream’s
H eavy blushed w ool Sport C oats.
Single
six weeks; supplies cut to the van- facing the citizens of Maine.
est son, the child’s father, gress is cooperating by estab silver cup to A. K. Lucas, Captain of the new champions. His team
ish ng point; lack of proper text
Prince Wilhelm, caused Royal lishing libraries of Talking mates are Majer Slater, Don Morrison, Bob Wilfong and Ralph C. S c o tt.
breasted. M aroon, Navy. Muff pockets. This
This pha e of the meeting is great
furore by his marriage to the Book records throughout the Score 483 x 500. Field ft Stream ia also sponsoring the Square Circle,
bosks, and tho:e on hand tattered
ly deplored, as it seemed to be the
garm ent will ap peal to young m en looking for
the new national association of sportsmen who are organizing them*
untitled Fraulein Durothea von country.
and torn; lack of library' and read opinion of many in attendance that
selves to protect their rights and pleasures as sportimen. ’
Salviati.
“ som ething d iffe re n t”—
ing material; no up to date equip.the purpose fell short through the
m ;nt. and so on. In closing Dr long drawn out proc ss. However,
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ried at Sherborn. Mass., Dec. 20. 1911.
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everyone feels the seriousness of the
"This survey is the most construe- ) school situation and it is safe to say Dwiral for l.beiant. MacAllister for
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C overed W ith H and-Painted
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an d that m eans som e "show ."
State to guarantee to our boys and
who h a' conducted similar sur- Elmer Decrow of Belfast, married at
Minors are divided into two classes should be a substantial one, abot
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and
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girls no matter where they live the veys m many other states and U a Camden Oct. 7, 1930. Buzzell for
in the bill. Those under 18 may not $1,000,000, according to an estimA
When folks visit the summer home buy any liquor, but those more than
minimum at least of educational op- master in the field, will be given libelant.
Gov Bfann, and as high as $2,000.
Anna Mary Ferrin from Howard of Mr. and Mrs. Van Rensselaer
portunities which the State expects carefui and studious attention, for as
.
... . . u
000 according to some of the law18 will be permitted to buy beer and
her citizens to have. Are we going p r Packard stated, our people have Earle Perrin of Camden, married at Lansing of Stonington they find espe
makers.
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wine
if by any chance, the Legislature
to consider th at good roads, the always had profound faith in eduwalls Of which are adorned with
All the cities and towns in Maine arrives at a point where it fails of
building of roads of greater im port-, cation, and realizing the scr ousness & Oillmor for libelant.
ance than the proper education of | of the situation will rally to the res
Ol.ve R Dyer of Camden from Ev- hand painted paper on which there ( hOid elections between now and the necessary vote for an emergency
option clause, and passes it without said
our children? Expenses have been cu« even though the cure may not erett C. Dyer of Hope, married at are upward of 100 designs represent- I March and can vote on
clause, there will probably be a ref
Camden Sept. 17. 1919. Mcntgom- ing neighborhood scenes and persons,
cut to the bone, schools have been be so pleasant.
as they see fit. Under tne proposed
erendum, which will delay any ac
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survive if these conditions continue.
ton from Harold E. Butler of Union. 'aw employed for the task fre^h, clear
a S tate store, may vote to have hotels two that some are opposed to th<
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married April 21, 1928. Payson for tempera colors on white with a backserve beer and wine only, or spirits State store system and prefer a Sta
tax wealth equitably and fairly
libelant.
! ground motif of flying gulls, lightonly, or both.
licensing system. This will mean t
wherever found; the burden of the | married at Rockland. Nov. 25. 1926.
Eva G rotton Porter of Camden houses and sailing ships in gray,
The bill also takes care of sug introduction of a new liquor measu
Pike
for
libelant.
cost of education has got to be dis- i
from Carlton H. Porter cf Waldo' n " le medallions appear the
gested establishment of distilleries to be considered.
tributed more equitably, in other | Lillian S. McDonald of Rockland boro, married Sept. 4. 1927. Payson sketches which include among them
here by licensing manufacturers and
words. Our people have always had
James McDonald of parts un for l.beiant.
' other views of the nearest village,
transportation companies. The bill
profound faith in education, and now known, married at Swan's Island
Viva I. Kalloch .from Elmer D. ' A ir m e n along the coast, nearby ,
Inside parking for your car day or
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evening. 25c. Fireproof Garage, Rock
they will realize the seriousness of i Aug 29. 1932. Tiirre.l for libelant,
Kal'.och of Rockland, married at i homes, the family beach, the car being i
and 10-year terms for members of
land.
1 17-tf
the situation and rally to the rescue.
Susie Mildred Shields cf Rockland Rockland Aug. 18. 1923. Wilbur for 1,ak™ across to the island on the
the commission.
even though the cure may not be so from William Shield of Thomaston, lib»lant
! Toffy and 'he likeness of the neigh- j
The bill stifles the profit motive,
pleasant.”
| married a t Rockland June 3. 1933.
Eva J. Keating frcm George H bors b°V wh° Proposed a hedge of hecks the illicit flow of liquor, elim
SEE US BEFORE THE RUSH
Dr. Mort stated that when we en- ; Roberts for libelant. Tirrell for Keating of Camden, married Feb. 27. i Pa' e he foi gras for the cottage inates the saloon, and minimizes the
1932. Perry for libelant.
[ grounds.
tered upon the so-called depression libelee.
HAVE YOUR CAR INSPECTED BEFORE NOV. 1
possibility of political interference.
Myrtle E. Baptists of Rockland
The house itself furnishes the theme The status of restaurants, now sell
we directed our attention chiefly to
Harold Bunker from Helen Bunker
drastically cutting down education, from John Cinnia Baptista. married of Matinicus, married at Matinicus for one especially charming medal ing beer, will remain unchanged, ex
lion. This original paper is employed cept under the now law they can sell
simply because we have lost our at Rockland Feb 10. 1926. Ingra May 9. 1923. Tirrell for libelant.
sense of persoective. He reviewed ham for libelant.
Vilma B. Benson from Carl E. for three wails of the living room; beer of a higher alcoholic content
Lucy W. Smith of St. George from Ben on of Rockland, married at while the fourth is pine paneung. and there is a hope that Maine will
the period of 1775-1800 when such
WINTER STREET,
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enormeus value was placed1on found Euger.e H. smith of Roxboro. N. C. Rockland’ Aug. 9. 1930. Tirrell for Pine corner cupboards, hooked rugs enter into a gentlemen's agreemcn'
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and crisp muslin curtains, with sim- with New Hampshire and Vermont
ing an educational system, the for married at St. George Oct. 15. 1902 libelant.
Specialized Lubrication
Day and Night
Dorothy M. Fales of Rockland from pie furniture in pine and maple com- [ not to undersell each other in the
mative years and the methods of Ingraham for libelant.
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| from George K. Brewster of Yakima. ried at Camden May 31. 1934. Buz- semble of the early American type, i W hat revenue the proposed new
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Washington, married at Boston Nov. zell <fc Thornton for libellant.
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the cove, the woods and beaches and ! of contrasting color in the execution
lian and Spencer Tracy co-starred the coastline of the vicinity. Details of the details. White woodwork and
' Smalley for libelant.
John P. Thompson. Jr., of Friend comes Wednesday and Thursday.
compri.e many bits of island life; black iron hardware give an effec
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
As the wistful “Marie Galante." fishing shacks, lobster po's. rock tive setting for the decorations of the
ship from Grace E. Thompson of
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Rockland, married at Rockland May lost far from her homeland in a fences, an oxcart and even the local entrance hall.
overlooking Boston Common
maze of international intrigue, al photographer taking pictures The
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Mr. and Mrs. Muir, both deeply
and Public Gardena.
Helen Cottrell of Rockport from ways seeking a return to the dear prevailing colors of the map are the Interested in the past and present of
Karl E Cottrell of Allston. Mars.. prance from which she h as been shad?5 of green which illustrate the Deer Isle, have faithfully interpreted
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ma-ried at Rockland Feb. 21. 1923. torn. Mille Gallian creates one of the j wc-ods. vivid on its white background its spirit and aspect on the walls of
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Davis of Rockport, married at Thom to her defense. Together these two
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Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
tragedy when human nature rises to
permanent occupancy
Margaret R. Joyce from Fred E. its highest level of unselfishness and
Joyce of Camden, married at Ston endurance Because of this contact
ington Dee. 31, 1911. Sumner P. the Red Cross waits and works for the
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Inez Clough Bronkie from Fred all the time as they are some of the
erick A. Bronkie of Rockport, mar- time.
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